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e the question of whether she shall I 
11 go to college next year or not, and il 
where. I 0 I It would be a piece of real neighborly I 
1 service to her if you sought her out and i 
! talked to her about it and explained to i I her the advantages offered to young J 
1 women in the kinds of courses given at i 
I Iowa State College i 
I ' ~ That would also be a piece of service I 
1 to your Alma Mater. i 
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Just as Clever 
As Can Be 
i tive. I I I Confidences, congratulations, or regrets may I 
. I be inscribed on its pages, but they will not be I 
· creditably conveyed if penned on paper of in~ 1 
Are the new Spring 
Dress Fabrics . arriv~ 
ing at TILDEN'S. II 
Two or three yards 
of material, a Butter~ 
1
1 
ick Pattern and an 
evening's work mean I 
I a lovely new dress. 
1!
1 Come in and see the 
materials as they ar~ 
nve. 
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After the dance visit 
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The Homemaker's New Year 
By AGNES McCARTHY 
Associate Profess:.r Homemaker Unit Courses. 
ANOTHER year just fin:shed-What has .it brought of happiness and joy 
to your home? What has it left of 
sorrow and defeat? What are the lessons 
it has taught which may bring less of sor-
row and fewer worries, more of hope and 
greater happiness in the year just ahead 
with its new start, its opportunities, and 
the fresh inspiration of beginnings? 
\¥e sometimes eall homemaking a busi-
ness, and so it is-the ti.nest, most worth-
while business there is, and one which 
can pay high dividends in happiness, fine 
character building, upright sons and 
daughters with high moral and ethical 
standards. But these high dividends or 
ultimate satisfact:ons come, as in busi-
ness, not just by chance, but only when 
the best m ethods are used for conducting 
the business from day to day, from month 
to month and year to year. 
Is there any merchant, or buq:ness man, 
who does not at certain times of the year, 
take stock of his bus:ness, inquire into 
the successes and failures, analyze the 
contributing factors to the suecesses, the 
causes for failures, and upon these an-
alyses build a bigger, better p!·ogram for 
the coming year? 
Do we ever take stock of our home-
making busine~s anrl mentally charge our-
selves with losses or credits over a P•Criod 
of time? Homemaking is apt to be such 
an every day mechanical affair and so 
much our own affair solely, that it is easy 
to let it drift along from day to day and 
week to WC'lk and even year to year with · 
out ever checking up, looking it squarely 
in the face and asking yourself, "Am I 
gett·ng the largest dividend~ possible 
from the money arid time and effort which 
I am investin g in my busines~ of Home 
making?" Mrs. Clara Ingram Judson re-
cently said tha.t there were three major 
handicaps to conducting a successful 
homemaking business. l<~irst. sh e says, 
there is no competition-the homemaker 
is seldom actually discharged from her 
job, because of incompetency, Lhough spir-
itually she may become alienated from 
her family and no longer rema:n the one 
who forms policies and guides t.he devel-
opment of the family life . On the whole, 
however. there is no open corrmetition to 
act as a spur to urge the homemaker to 
always exert the best that is in her for 
develop'ng the finest type of home anrl 
family life. Th·e second handkap is that 
thE>re is no chance for promot'ion. By be-
ginning as a half partner in this big en-
t erprise- there is no higher position to 
strive for and win on m erit, that is recog-
nized by the world. The third handicap, 
Mrs. Judson says, is that there is little 
pay at all times and these, com petit:on, 
pl'omotion, high pay, are th•J, three big 
incent:ves to enterpr. sc and perseverance 
in the bus ·nflSH world which im,pire and 
. urge men to seek better more up-to-date, 
etnci-ent and effective method ~>. But the 
homemaker does have many compensa-
tions which mere bus:ness laeks. There 
can be no satisfaction in worldly busi-
ness compared to creating the hap~;>y, l iv-
ablG, st·mulating atmospherG which we 
call hom e, which lives in the memories 
of children, young and grown, as one of 
the dearest and most cherished mem-
orJes. I!'l there any business product 
which can produce a satisfactioL compar-
able to the development of a son or 
daughter, of high moral standard, keen, 
intelLgent mind, sound in body, sympa-
thetic understand!ng and well prepared 
to meet the problems which l 'e ahead on 
the pathway of life? Surely the home-
maker does not lack for inspiration to do 
her job the best she can and to use the 
best m ethods she can for carrying on 
her job. 
Each year brings changes to the home 
- new contact>:, new friends. somethin g 
of sorrow, something of failur·?, some dis-
appointmen ts, some discouragement, but 
also something of joy, of hope, success 
and inspirat:on. Could any time other 
than the dawn of a new year be any bet-
ter suited as the time to "take stock" of 
your home, ~nd likG the m erchant, review 
the year just pas:, r ecognize the failures, 
stucly them and their causes so that they 
may not again occur? Analyze also the 
successe~ so that the factors und-erlying 
their success may be applied ;;c. the more 
difficult problems which are sure to come 
in the year ahead, and on the basis of 
this stock taking, select a new goal and 
set new objectives for this new year-
then lay your plans to reach that goal. 
What is the goal of homemaking? Th-o 
responsibilities of the homemaker are 
many and varied, the activities of the 
home differ widely, but do they not all 
aim at onG big objective-to produce peo-
ple of fine high standards, people who are 
mentally, morally, physically, spiritually 
and economically able to meet the prob-
lems of life? 
Is this not an a:m worthy of the high-
est idealism, thG finest efforts and the 
truest consecration, one which will bring 
a rich reward'! 
But perhaps this is all very intangible 
-translated into every day tasks what 
does it m ean to the homemaker in her 
daily round of duties and responsibilities? 
What are the specific objectives to strive 
for in order to create the home and fam-
ily life which will develop family mem-
bers of the ti.nest type- the· home which, 
as Miss Bane has phrased it in her "Goal 
of Homemaking" will be 
"Economically sound, 
Mechanically convenient, 
P hysically healthful, 
Morally wholesome, 
Artistically satisfying, 
Mentally stimulating, 
Socially responsible, 
Sp:ritually inspiring, 
Founded on mutual affection and re-
spect ." 
To how many of these standards does 
your homG now measure up? Is it a 100 
percent home? If not, about how far be-
low the one hundred mark does it fall ? 
Question yourself on each one of these 
standards as to conditions in your home 
during the y.Gar just past. Was it econom-
ically sound? Did you live within your 
income and save a just share to take care 
of the emergency or provide against the 
t.me when the income will be smaller, or 
was it too great a temptation to spend 
the money and plan to ma:Ke up these 
savings the next month or the next year? 
As Mrs. Judson has suggested, "Safety 
first" and "Save it first" are perhaps not 
very different in some respects. If your 
savings aren't growing as fast as they 
should, try "Save it firs t" for a while. 
"M-echanically Convenient" - that 
sounds easy, but is your home arranged 
for the greatest ease in carrying on the 
necessary every day tasks? We have 
heard a great deal the last few years 
about efficiency; is your home efficiently 
arranged and equipped as far as your in-
come will permit, or does it take you two 
hours to do what one and one-half hours 
might accomplish if a little thought were 
given perhaps to arranging the supplies 
near the kitchen, work table or stove? 
Not every one can have vacuum clean-
-ers, e lectric washing machin es, mangles 
and other labor saving helps, but every 
one who has housework to do should plan 
to do that work in the easiest, most time-
saving way possible-otherwise they ar·o 
wasting valuable time which should be 
invested so as to bring much larger re-
turns than can be possible if they ar·o 
spent in do:ng the routine tasks of the 
household. Oftentimes we become so ac-
customed to inconv·Gniences or unthink-
ing arrangements that we fa'l to recog-
nize the extra work they cause. Look 
around your home, study yaur routine 
duties and see if better arrangement, bet-
ter planning, more thoughtfully selected 
equipment, will not save for vou a few 
minutes at least each day, which aggre-
gated in the month and year will mean 
many hours which can be used for far 
(Continued on page 17) 
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Polychrome, A Fascinating Art 
THE making of R enaissance Plaques has taken the whole co'untry by 
storm, and small wonder, when 
such charming r esults may be obtained 
at a fraction o f their value. 
Tlhe pleasure of creation a }one is 
worth more than its cost. Besides the 
finis hed products are objeots of u se and 
real beaUJty provided always, of course, 
they are kept in perfect taste and har-
mony with the individual requirements 
of design, finish and coloring. The mak-
ing of plaques is not an extremely diffi-
cult task and can be mastered by almost 
any one who is interested enough and 
puts forth the effort. 
W e will proceed to make a plaque step 
by step. 
1. First thing is the choosing uf a 
good print, colorful and rather deep ill 
value. 
All pict"ures of the Si::teenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries were low in key, 
and as this is a revival of the art of 
framing of that day, these deep valued 
pictures give best r esults. 
2. Apply Johnson's floor wax to face 
of picture wWh soft cloth and poliEih with 
another after standing a minute or so. 
When using delicately Jtinted or · hand 
colored prints the wax should be applie<l. 
lightly wtth the finger tips with a cil·cu-
lar motion. 
3. To have a specially designed frame 
for your individual picture is one of the 
charms of this work and is our n ext step. 
In framing it is ever to be bo•rne in 
mind t<hat the frame is subordinate to 
the picture itself, and s.o . must n ever 
claim more attention to itself, either hy 
shape, ornamentation or coloring; hut 
must lend the support n ecessary to bring 
out all qualities predominating in the pic-
ture. It was for this reason that Whist-
ler, Monet and others always designed 
the frames for their own pictures. 
While a round frame is most suitable 
to Rap.heal's "Madonna of the Ohair," as 
it conforms to the circular lines of the 
composition; it would not be at all fit-
ting to use on Corot's "Lane Through 
the Trees," whose rhythm is produced by 
the repetition of the vertical lines of 
the trees .. 
Tho:! frames after their des ign, has 
been decide,d upon, may be cut from 
three ply fir,- or from compo-board by 
any one familiar with -the use of a hand 
coping saw, or with a band saw. 
4. T•he print is then mounted by even-
ly coating the back with LePage's glue 
Figure I 
By MRS. HENRY HESS 
Instructor, Home Economics. 
Mrs. Ness, who in this article 
makes clear the mysteries of poly-
chrome making is an art instruc-
tor in the Homemaker Unit Cours-
es. She says of this work, "To at-
tempt to tell of the enthusiasm of 
the workers in polychrome would 
be like trying to write a fairy 
story." 
and applying to face of plaque at the 
markings, previously made for its place-
ment. 
Great care should be taken to work 
from the center of the picture outw ard 
with a firm even stroke, so that no air 
bubbles remain. 'J'Ihis pressure neeus to 
be maintained until the glue has set. 'fbn 
warmth from the bands aids as much as 
does the friction. 
5. Fig. I. left ,shows the gluing · pro-
cess, while at right is shown the build-
ing up of a bas-relief u s·ing three sizes 
of r eeds, at the outside of plaque; while 
the print itself is bound to its founda-
tion by small sticks, and having its eurv-
ing top made of the middle sjze of reed. 
Dennison's paper rope--may be used 
instead of, or in conjunotion with reeds. 
'Vhere s.traight sides are desired, the 
screen-mo"ulding, half-round, clover-leaf 
moudling, will meet t'he need. Care 
should be exercised that all miterings 
and poinings be of good wrorkmanship. 
Figure II 
6. This step consists of applying a 
thin coat of Persian Clay to the back-
g round past o f the fr.ame, stippled with 
a brush, using a vertical, a twis.ting or 
circular motion until clay becomes 
"tacky," and will r emain in this ;;tate 
when dry. See Fig. II. 
Clay is then flowed or dragged over 
built-up places around picture and at 
outside of frame. Fingers dipped in wa-
ter prove beSit means of smoothing and 
straightening edges. Art€r a ll woou. <'V-
erywhere is cover ed the plaque should be 
laid away to dry, preferably over-night. 
7. 'faking off all sharp points rmd 
edges by sand paper and knife is shown 
in Fig. II. 
8. A coat of Vernis Martin Bronr.P. us-
ing liquids as the medium comes n ext vs 
shown at left of Fig. IV. 
All clay is covered with the gold, and 
sho"uld stand at least two to three hours 
and longer, if possible. 
9. Fig. IV at right, illustrates t-he ap-
plying of antique, to soften the raw gold. 
Antique mixture is made of Van Dyke 
brown, a little burnt sienna and whi.te oil 
paint (tbue) thinned to consistency o f 
very thin cream with turpentine, and is 
applied to all gold and almost immedi-
ately removed with a soft cloth, just 
moistened wit h turpentine, using a lighrt: 
rotary motion. 
10. Any color of glazing may be ap-
plied after two or three hours. This 
glazing is oil paint, thinned with turpen-
tin<:l, and s hould in most cases match the 
middle tone of bhe predominating color 
or the picture. 
F'gure III 
Upon this coloring process depends 
much of the success of the whole. 
Again it must be remembered that the 
frame must not be more vivid than the 
piotUJre. It is well to neutralize all glaz-
ing color, tihe extent of grayness. depend-
ing upon the individual case. 
11. Dusting with rotten stone is not 
absolutely essential, but it beautifies and 
softens t!he coloring and burnishes the 
gold. 
Candle sticks, sconces., wooden can-
dles, nut bowls, ferneries, jewel-boxes, 
treasure chests and book ends are also 
done in clay over a wood or metal foun-
dat:on. (If metal is used it must have 
previously been given a heavy coat of 
w~1ite lead and allowed to dry thoroly. 
Jewels may be introduced in design 
with splendid effeot on such articles as 
boxes and book ends. 
Raised o·r modelled flowers, and de-
signs may be built up in L'Waquex and 
a thin coat of clay thrown over all to 
tie t he design to the background. 
Color should be used judiciously willi 
the gold for high lights. A black back· 
ground will thnow t he design part into 
bold relief. 
Figure IV 
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Home Equipment 
By ELOISE DAVIS 
Assistant Professor, Home Economics 
H AVE you provided rest pe'riods in your busy day? Have you definite 
times set aside for the recreation 
which all our health specialists tell us is 
so essential '! Do you take time for those 
daily exercises which make "fat people 
thin or thin people fat?" Do you know 
enough about the program of the Child 
Welfare Commission for the State of 
Iowa to follow intelligently (and take a 
btand on) legislation that grows out of 
it? Have you read one or two of the late 
novels of the past year and do you re.MI a 
daily paper? 
H you plead guilty by answering "no" 
-flither shamefacedly or-wors.e still-
blalldly, you will probably continue by 
admitting that you believe all of these 
are an important part of a homemaker's 
program but you pmbably will excuse 
yourself at once by saying, "I just can't 
find time for these things." "Yes," you 
continue, "but what am I going to do 
about it? I get up early, stay up as long 
as I comfortably can, I'm busy all of the 
time, but somehow or other I never get 
thru with my work, let alone find time 
for all of these things." 
As soon as you come to this conclus· 
ion (even tho you admit it only to your· 
self) it's time to take an inventory of 
that stock which every one of us has in 
exactly equal amounts-t ime-and figure' 
out a scheme for using it to better ad-
vantage. 
When all is "said and done" we find 
that on an average the "mue mechanics" 
of housekeeping claims an undue propor-
tion of the homell13,ker's time. Since ev-
ery one of us has exactly the same 
amount of time to use, the problem re-
solves itself into one of how do we 
choose to use our time. 
Mrs. Sherman; the president of the 
National Federation of Women's Clubs 
summed this situation up in a recent ar-
ticle in the following way: 
"One thing th.at is the matter with 
t he home, is its mere mechanics, 
which occupy so much time that 
there is none left to give to the 
soul of the' home. We need more effi-
ciency in our households. In the busy 
life of the present era, it is more 
necessary than ever before to have 
houses planned with convenience 
constantly in mind, all contrivances 
lessening household drudgery. Nine-
ty-four percent of the home women 
of this country do their own work. 
Doing hard work toward a noble end 
is a worthy thing, but wasting hard 
work is sheer folly. There is no rea-
son why woman should emulate the 
snail by carrying the burden of a 
heavy bouse upon her neck. Effici-
ency is just as important, perhaps 
more, in the home than it is in offi-
ces or factory. In the latter instance 
it means a saving of time and mon-
ey, but in homes it means saving 
something more precious still-
strength and inspiration.... . ...... 
The lack of efficiency in the home 
and the absence of labor saving de-
vices are largely responsible for the 
soullessness of the home." 
The Househnld Administration Course 
This first article in our series on 
"Home Equipment" will give our 
readers an introduction to that im-
portant and interesting subject. 
Other articles on specific equip-
ment problems will follow. 
called "Hofne Equipment" at Iowa State 
College is based upon a study of these 
problems of the "mere mechanics" of 
housekeeping. To analyze these problems 
and find an eas.y, quick, effective way 
to dispose of routine tasks with thoroly 
satisfactory results , so that time is left 
for other things is the purpose of the 
course. 
Perhaps there never has been a time 
when demands upon the homemaker 
have been greater than they are today. 
Her responsibility for taking active part 
in both social and political questions has 
complicated her problem to such an ex-
tent that the routine work in the home 
must be simplified. The value of recrea-
tion and relaxation is too great to be 
cmwded out by house work. 
Tradition is hampering, we are so wil-
ling to do things over and over again in 
exactly the same way instead of experi-
menting to find a. quicker, easier, better 
way to get results. Thus we must learn 
- to reduce our tasks to their lowest terms 
in time and energy. 
A few of the inter €'sting facts br.ought 
to light by the careful thoughtful plan-
ning for the solution of some of these 
facts by Iowa. State College students are 
the following: 
One s.tudent, on analyzing one of her 
regular weekly tasks, the baking of a 
cake, found that, if she used a. tray on 
which to assemble her ingredients and 
rearranged a few pieces of the small 
equipment in her kitchen she could re-
duce the time r equired for a.sSeillbling 
materials, mixing, and getting the cake 
into the oven from forty-five minutes to 
twenty-six minutes, thus affecting a. sav-
ing of nineteen minutes. 
Planning and carrying out a little 
simpler method for the weekly cleaning 
of a room meant a saving of twenty min-
utes each week f'.or a. student who found 
i t difficult to arrange time for this on a 
busy Saturday morning. 
Still another student, who is working 
her way thru college, found E>he could 
reduce the total time p~r week she spent 
in dishwashing in a home from 230 min-
utes to 150 minutes by carefully thinking 
thru her process, rearranging some of 
her equipment and making a ll of her mo-
tions as effective as was consistent. 
These few illustration s each for a 
single process, will indicate how signifi-
cant such a. study would be for a home-
maker with so wide a variety of tasks 
making demands upon her time continu-
ously. 
Selection, arrangement and proper use 
of equipment in the home as well as or-
gan ization of time and analysis of mo-
tions plays an important role in such a. 
study. 
One o( the big demands in our homes 
today is the demand for labor saving 
equipment. By labor saving Elquipment 
we mean all appliances which utilize and 
direct human labor more effectively. This 
may be a tool or utensil as well as a 
power ma.chme which enables human en-
ergy to direct other power. 
'l'his Home Equipment Course is fur-
ther planned to give to the student t rain· 
ing for the selection, utilization, manipu-
lation, and care o( household equipment. 
The subject matter in the course in-
cludes a study of the equipment now on 
the market wthich might be used to solve 
those household processes which require 
either · an undue amount of the house-
wife's time and energy, or else reqv.:re 
little or no thought in their solution. 
The study of all the equipment used 
in tihe laboratory is made by its actual 
use under conditions which approximate 
as nearly as possible home conditions. 
Results are interpreted 'thru the course 
in the light of good administration in the 
home. 
The keen interest in equipment de-
velop~d in the students would seem to 
bear out the belief that one reason wihy 
the average wmemaker has so little 
power equipment in her home is because 
she does not know how great the value 
of this equipment really is. The cons-ci-
ousness of this value will be one big 
step toward justifying an investment in 
the equipment. Every home cannot afford 
power equipment, bll.t far more of t hem 
can afford it than have it at the present 
time. 
After acquainting the student with t,he 
mechanical means for solving heavy 
physical tasks, she may dfcide for her· 
self what equipment she c'in afford un-
der existing conditions, what may be an· 
ticipated in a long time equipment plan, 
and what may be avoided as undesirable 
cr unnecessary. A distinction between 
"labor saving," "labo1· complicating," and 
"labor exchang:ng," equipment may be 
e:,pected from a discriminating and 
trained student. 
"The average home gets pit ifully littie 
of the rich · increments of civilization. 
The average man may, in his office and 
shop, command the mightiest apDa.ra.tus 
of the twentieth century power for the 
most ordinary of commercial purposes. 
A whole army of labor saving devices is 
a lways at his beck and call, yet, when 
the day's work is done, he, in the quiet 
of his home, turns Robinson Crusoe, 
while his wife wa stes the best yea.rs of 
her life in a round of mechanical drudg-
ery. In short, th e average man works in 
tile twcntitth century, he lives in the fif-
teenth. Great failure here consists on t he 
part of the · home to appropriate for its 
own use the mechanical applications 
which the outside world has found so 
useful in diminishing the sum. total of 
wasteful labor. The distinct incapacity of 
the average woman to handle machin· 
ery, or her disinclination toward it is not 
an incurable malady." 
Less of the drudgery of hand labor is 
one of the first effects of the int!'oduc-
tion of machinery into the home. Better 
health conditions may be anticipated by 
reducing extreme fatigue thru time and 
motion study and the introduction of la-
bor saving equipment. 
Progress in the home today will come 
(Continued on page 20) 
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justifies the money and eff·ort put into 
oragauization. FARM women in 95 countie.;; made valuable contributions to "Iowa's 
Agricultural Program" during 1923-
24. One well organh:ed Home Project 
was conducted in each of the 95 counties. 
This is a substantial growth, fmm 25 
counties in 1922 to 65 in 1923 to 95 in 
1924, to 99 in 1925. 
Editor's Note: Lest we forget that 
not all home economics work is 
done in high schools and colleges, 
we are gla,d we have this report of 
the results of home projects in 
Iowa for 1923-1924 , 
Farm women conducted nutrition p·ro-
jects in 36 counties in 1923-1924. They 
state their reasons as follows: "For 
Health and Ecouomy." Is it a worth 
while reason? Is it worth while to con- · 
serve health? Is disease an economic 
waste? 
3. Educat ion. 
A well organized project means one 
in which all organized townships take 
part. In 100% counties all townships are 
organized as follows: Township project 
leader, publicity chairman, and a co· 
operator in each school district. This 
group of women constitute a township 
committee that functions as an active 
committee f.or project work. The Juiy 1st 
records report 1260 townships organized 
in this Way, and 1000 of this number that 
actually function as an active cOilll.rnittee. 
money and energy. It has helped them to 
study the business of homemaking and 
to enlarge their vision concerning the 
importance of the job. 
Farm women believe that !He becom-
es broader and brighter t:hru study. They 
believe that all project work contributes 
toward this end, thru facts learned and 
desire for study. 
4. Recr eat ion. 
One of the vital points in the results 
reported by thdse committees is the ac-
tivity of local leaders trained thru pro-ject work. 
Altho this subject is more directly re-
lated to the subject of "Adequate In-
come" all other projects have made their 
contribution. Home furnishings ihas done 
its part thru r efini s-hing of furniture, 
home dyeing and the making of home 
made rugs. Nutrition has placed its em-
phatic 0 . K. upon the doctrine, "An 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure." Hundreds of lettel'S from the lead-
ers prove tha t it has succeeded. Clothing 
projects have saved hours of time and 
hundreds of dollars as actually reported 
by the women. Directly or indirectly the 
question of income has been stressed by 
project work in 95 counties. 
One of the big events of the year is 
the "Farm W·omen's Camp'' held at Camp 
BrewstGr last Ju ly. The women enjoyed 
play, rest and a worth while progr3.lll 
each day for one week. Plans are made 
to hold a similar camp t:his year. They 
believe that all work and no play does 
indeed dull one's outlook upon life. Seven thousand local leaders report at 
least one folloW-up meeting a mo'nth for 
five months. This makes a total of 35,-
000 meetings held by loc11 leaders who 
have received their instruction in the 
training school. 
2. H ea lth. 
5. Appreciation of the Beauti f ul. 
Sixty-five counties conducted clothing 
projects partly because they enjoy good 
color comb:nations and good design in 
dress. Fourteen counties conducted home 
furnishing projects because they enjoy 
pleasing pictures and restful colors in 
the horne. 
These local leaders report that they 
have met an average of 10 women at 
each meeting or a total of 350,000 for the 
state of Iowa. The Iowa farm women 
look upon this as a part of their job to 
reach every farm woman in the State of 
Iowa and they are steadily reaching their 
goal. 
The factors wihich determine high 
standard horne s 
Now comes health, upon which no 
money value can be placed . It is price-
less. The farm women, thru township 
and county committee organizations have 
helped to conduct Baby Health Cl'nics in 
every c-ounty in the state. That job aione 
Some counties conducted projects in 
landscape work because they want the 
inspiration and pleasure from beautiful 
surroundings. 
6. Rel igious Life. 
Seven thousand farm women enjoyed 
the s.pirit of ser-
vice when they 
passed the work 
are; adequate in-
come, !health ed'u-
cation, recreation, 
appreciation of the 
beautiul, religious 
l i f e, community 
·sunoundings and 
social responsibil-
ity. These objec-
tives and the me-
'thods of reaahing 
them have been 
explalined in rthe 
f o llo wing sum-
. mary: 
1. Adequ ate In-
co me. 
The income de-
pends not only up-
on money earned, 
but upon the real 
economy u s e d in 
spending it. Please 
note that economy 
rn e a n s "W i s e 
Spending." The 
Home Management 
Propect in 14 coun-
t i e s ,has stressed 
economy of time, 
money and energy. 
The women report 
that it has been of 
direct value t o 
them, thru the 
study of expendi-
of horne accounts, 
ture, t he keeping of 
home accounts, and 
the saving of time, 
To the 'l'eachers of Rome Econ-
omics in Iowa: 
I am happy to have been invited 
by your editor ;to say a word to 
you. Fkst, I want bo extend tJhe 
season's greetings rto each of you, 
and the best of good wishes for 
your continued success in this our 
great work of Home .Economics 
educatilon. On behalf of the Staff 
of the Iowa Homemaker, I am hap-
PY to offer our services to you in 
any way in whioh the work of 
Home Economics can be promoted 
by this paper. 
We are very glad !!hat you have 
made the Iowa Homemaker, the 
official organ of the State Home 
Economics Association, and I hope 
each of you will take advantage of 
this opportunity to let all of us 
know what you are doing in your 
school, or bits of interesting news 
for Home Economics people in 
Iowa. 
Our able association editor, 
Mrs. Fred Ferguson, will do her 
pat't, but she does need the help of 
each member of the association to 
make t:his a truly representative 
organ. 
I am eager to see our associa-
tion a strong active one, enlisting 
the interest of every member. No 
teacher should be working alone, 
if there is no othe,r teacher in your 
town, get in touch with the teach-
er in the nearest town, or associate 
yourself with the club in your 
community, whiCJh is working for 
the advancement of home and 
community. 
Can we make this our associa-
Uon New Year's resolution? To 
make contact, before another 
month, with my nearest Home Ec-
onomics neighbor. We know we 
are promoting the work, which is 
of bhe most far reaCihing import-
ance io the welfare and happiness 
of our state, but it is so big and 
important that we cannot do it 
alone. Join your forces with ours, 
and thereby many times multiply 
the effectiveness of your effort. 
As a National Vice-President, I 
am of course ambitious to see our 
association in the f,ront ranks. We 
are way down the list at present 
for our membership is behind oth-
e r states of our size. We won't 
be satisfied until every teacher of 
Home Economics is a member of 
the State Association. Don't for-
get your association resolution. 
Yours in Home Economics 
Anna E. Rielhardson, 
Dean of Home EconOilll.ics, 
Iowa State College. 
'they received at 
training schools on 
to rbheir neig.hbor 
:women. Service is 
closely kin to relig-
ion. Thousands of 
farm women say, 
"My church work 
comes first, after 
that my commun-
ity work is for ag-
I1iculture." 
7. Community 
Surroundings. 
Towns hip co m-
•mittees in 1 2 6 0 
townships are us-
ing t heir organiza-
tions t o further 
and develop boys 
and girls clubs, 
school activities, 
church activities 
and for coopera-
tion with other or-
organizations. 
8. Soc ia l Re-
sponsibility. 
This inc!'udes the 
leadership, person-
al r e s ponsibility 
the broad vtswn 
and the real citi-
zenship of the 7000 
local leaders who 
are devoting time, 
thought, m o n e y, 
(Cont. on page 19) 
High School Home 
Economics Classes 
Are Also Busy 
Children in Albania, Belgium, Ron-
mania, France, Italy, Greece and Poland 
were remembered at Christmas time by 
hundreds of Sioux City gii-ls in the pub-
lic schools. 
App110ximateiy 1000 Junior Red Cross 
bo:ces were filled by home economics stu· 
dents in junior h igh, high and special 
schools. Only articles known to be of 'use 
to the children in those devastated coun· 
tries were sent. 
The desire to "Clean up" Europe was 
plainly evident as generous quantilties 
of soap were packed in tne boxes with 
towels and wash cloths. Yards and yards 
of bea-utiful hair ribbons, discarded by 
Sioux City sdhool girls since they bobbed 
their hair, were packed away to gladden 
the herurts of otJb.er little girls. 
Bright colored yarns were sent for the 
same purpose since they are reported to 
be quite as popular as ribbons with the 
children across the sea. Useful articles 
of wearing apparel including out·grown 
Americans as a people think a great 
deal about food, and spend no small 
amount of their valuable time studying 
how to serve balanced meals as well as 
how to prepare foods in the most appe-
tizing manner. There are as many differ-
ent ideas as to the best means of appeal-
ing to the appetite as there are races of 
people. It is interesting to note some of 
the differences in the foods of In'dia, and 
those of America as told by Mr. Radman, 
a student at Iowa State College, whose 
home is in central India. 
The people of India are practically 
vegetarians, and they have a great va-
riety of vegetables from w'hich to choose. 
The warriors or soldiers eat meat, but 
it is eaten by the other classes of people 
only occasionally; for holidays and spe-
cial occasions. Red pepper is the univer-
sal seasoning, but black pepper is used 
to season certain dishes, as those pre-
pared from raw vegetables. Two kinds 
of spices are used, the red and brown. 
The same spices make up these two 
classes, and the differe'nce lies in the 
fact that the brown spices have been 
cooked before being ground up together. 
Spices are used in most of the vege-
tables. 
The pie-eating American would only 
look in vain for his favorite pastry if he 
were to visit India for pies are not made 
there. He could, nevertheless, substitute 
for them any kind of cake he would find 
in his native country with the exception 
of chocolate. As all of the chocolate has 
to be imported this kind of cake is not 
commonly found. If, however, he fol-
lowed the example of his Indian friends 
he would soon be able to deny himself 
the pleasure of eating sweets every day. 
'I1he climate is so hot there that sweet 
foods as well as meat are only eaten 
on rare o::casions. Apple sauce, or any 
of the fruit sauces are very frequently 
used for dessert. 
·wheat bread is eaten, both white and 
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sweaters, gloves, stockings, baby jackets 
and dresses were p.acked in the gift 
boxes.' 
Talcum powder, combs, tooth br'usihes, 
tooth paste, needles, pins, t!hread, thim-
bles, pencils, handkerchiefs, embroidered 
tea aprons, caps, scarfs, beads, tops, 
marbles, puzzles, hand made dolls and 
doll clothing completed the assortme'nt. 
The pupils undertook the work o.f gatll-
ering and packing of the material for 
these boxes voluntarily at the suggestion 
of their t eachers and e:cpressed much 
pleasure in doing it. 
"When the shipment of Junior Red 
Cross boxes went on it s journey of cheer 
it carried a message of good fellowship 
from the children of America to the 
children of the less ~ortunate countries," 
said Miss Lillian G. Orr, supervisor of 
home economics in tlhe Sioux City 
schools. "Each box packed showed 
thoughtfulness fo,r the needs of those for 
whom it was intended. The spirit of Un-
selfishness and the desire to help those 
less fortunate than ourselves, makes this 
sort of giving of much more value to the 
givers and to those who receive the gift." 
Miss Katherine Blunt, president of 
t'he American Home E ::onomics associa-
Indian Food 
By HELEN PUTNAM 
red wheat being used to make it. The 
bread is not made in round loaves as 
American bread is, but it is rolled out, 
made into a flat circular J.oaf and baked 
on top of the stove. These cakes are 
quartered, t:he pieces buttered, placed on 
top of one another, and it is served in 
this manner. Butter there is never hard, 
but is always in a liquid form, and has 
to be dipped with a spoon. The vari·ous 
hard cheeses are never made in India, 
but they have a soft cheese, very much 
like the American cottage cheese. Tea 
and milk are the principal beverages us-
ed, and chocolate and coffee not so fre-
quent as they are more expensive. 
In regard to the meats, pork is the on-
ly one which is fried, chicken and the 
other meats being cooked with spices. 
One method of cooking chicken. is to boil 
it until tender, pour off the liquid, remove 
the bones ,and cut the meat in small 
pieces. T.his is added to a gravy or sauce 
which has been prepared by first frying 
a few small pieces of onion in butter, 
and then seasoning with salt, red pep-
per, and spices. Water or the liquid from 
the chicken is then added, also mashed 
potatoes for thickening, peas, and just 
enough "tamarind," or tomato juice may 
be used, to give it that certain tartness 
w'h.ich makes it especially appetizing to 
natives of India. Americans who like 
highly seasoned foods would probably al-
so find this dish quite palatable. 
With this food as the main body of 
the meal perhaps rice would be served 
as the first course instead of soup as is 
customary in this country. When rice is 
eaten at the beginning of the meal it is 
served with butter, and a dressing (war-
an) made by boiling certain native 
grain3 of India with water. Rice may aisQ 
be served again at the same meal as 
dessert, but this time it is served with 
~ugar and buttEr or sugar and cream. 
Another unusu'l.l dish is Shira, which 
was originally a Swedish dish, but is us-
7 
t:on, will be a visitor at Iowa State Col-
lPge in February. While in Ames, Miss 
Blunt will speak to the Home Econom-
ics club and she will be initiated into 
Gamma Chapter of Omricon Nu, honor-
ary home economics organization. 
Miss Cora M. ~Tinchell, councilor at 
large for the American Home Econom-
ics association is making a trip west 
this spring for the purpose of studying 
home economics depwrtments in col-
leges. She plans to visit Ames in Feb-
ruary or March. 
Dean Anna E. Richardson and a rep· 
resentative from the State Board of 
J<.Jducation attended the eighteenth an-
nual convention of the National S'ociety 
for vocational education early in De-
cember. 
Dean Richardson reports that the en-
tire program was a splendid report of 
the work being done in vocational edu-
cation. Dean Richardson presided over 
the meeting devoted to . "Recent Find-
ings for ~'omen's Education" and Prof. 
\V. H. Lancelot of the Vocational Edu-
cation department of Iowa State dis-
cussed measuring results in vocational 
agriculture. 
ed everywhere in India. It is made from 
ordinary Cream of Wheat which is first 
fried in butter, and sugar and cream or 
milk added. After this has been cooked 
thoroly pieces of cocoanut and almonds 
are added. 
Chivada is a typical Indian dish which 
is prepared from corn. The corn is cut 
from the cob, the grains crushed a little, 
and fried in butter with spices. Pieces of 
onions and cocoanut are added to this. 
We might think that Americans have 
every dried vegetable possible, but the 
Indians add one more to the list. They 
partly cook potatoes, slice them very 
thin, and then dry them. Potatoes are not 
eaten there "three times a day" as they 
often are here, so it would be difficult 
for them to keep the fresh potatoes :rom 
spoiling. 
AI ice Stewart Visits on Com pus 
Alice Stewart is. teaching at Gaza, 
Iowa, this year. She visited on the 
campus recently during an enforced vaca-
tion in her school. 
PLAYS SUITABLE FOR RURAL 
COMMUNITIES 
Could you tell me suggestions for three 
act plays suitable for presentation in ru-
ral communities? 
F'ollowing are a numbe: of plays which 
wo'uld be suitable for presentation in 
rural communities: 
"Among the Berk.shires." 
"Deacon Dubbs" 
·'Kindling the Hearth Fire." 
"The Old New Hampshire Home." 
"Our New Minister." 
' 'Peaceful Valley." 
"Valley Farm." 
"The Village Postma~tcr." 
"O.::tk Farm." 
Su::ceeding issues will stories of inter-
esting experiences of Iowa Sta te facul ty 
in Europe. 
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As a decorative work of art, lace ac-
cording to many people is not surpassed 
by anything in the line of pottery, tap-
estry, oriental rugs, or any ot!her pro-
duct of applied art. But bow little we 
know of this. beautiful work! The price 
makes it prohibitive for the person of 
ordinary means, and we are not a ll so 
fortunate as to have heirlooms of beau-
tiful handmade, or "real" lace as it is 
called. Furthermore, the machine made 
imitations of every kind of lace, which 
may now be bought in any slhop, so 
closely resemble the originals that it is 
difficult for one .having but little know-
ledge of lace to detect them. 
But, altho few of us may be able to 
own real lace, at least a knowledge and 
appreciation of it is within the reach of 
everyone. Any library can supply many 
books on this subject. The purpose here 
is to give just a brief outllne of the 
history and kinds of lace' with the hope 
that it will create in the reader an in-
•"' est in this beautiful art, and a des trt 
for further information concerning it. 
Just when and where !<;ce was first 
made is not definitEily known. Authori-
ties agree that probably no lace was 
made before 1500 A. D. No indication has 
been le'i't us to show that what we now 
call lace was known at all in Greek and 
Roman times. Because of its extreme 
fragility, it may be said that probably n o 
lace now exis ting is older than three 
hundred years. As to what country first 
made lace, Spain, Italy, Belgium and 
France all claim the honor. It is gener-
a lly conceded that Ve nice is the home of 
point lace, and Flanders of bobbin lace. 
It was in It:1.ly that lace making first be-
came prominent a s an industry. The 
three great lace making centers of the 
world a re Italy, France and Flanders. 
Hand-made Reticella . 
Lace has been defined as. an openwork 
fabric, and classified in eight main va-
r :eties : 
Drawn work (Punto Tirato) 
Darned work (Punto Ricaniato) 
Cut work (Punlo Tagliato) 
Needle work (P unto in Aria) 
Eobbin, with its many varieties 
Knotted work 
Crochet work 
Machine lace 
Drawn work, which is known as a fab-
r:c lace, is one of t he' earliest laces made 
a nd is said to be the origin out of which 
all future lace wor k grew. It is made en-
tirely on a loose linen material, the 
thraads of which are not cut or pulled 
out, but merely drawn apart from each 
other and closely sewed over, either with 
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Real Lace 
By GRACE BONNELL 
s :Jl< or linen thread,' thus having the ap-
pearance of a network of small square 
meshe·s, which l'orms the group of the 
patte rn left in the plain linen. In appear-
an ce, drawn-work resembles "punch 
work," that form of "fancy work" which 
wa-:; popular fifteen or twen ty years ago. 
Darned work, or darned netting, as it 
is sometimes called, is also a fabric lace. 
The ground is supplied by a netting of 
c•:ther silk or linen thread, usually the 
latte r, · made with knots or sometimes 
with threads. only twisted. The pattern 
is worked on th-e ne tting with a stitch 
Hand-made Valenciennes. 
lilw darning and also as a variety with 
an in-and-out stitch like weaving. Our 
modern darned work is known as filet. 
This is a finer, daintier lace, often used 
for dl'ess trimming, whereas the old form 
of darned lace was too coar s.e to be used 
for anything but ecclesiastical linens, 
household linens and curtains. 
Cut work is an advance on drawn 
work. It is m ade by cu tting squares o.r 
rectangular spaces out of the linen and 
filling them with needle stitches worked 
on transverse threads. In this work t'he 
patterns are geom etrical, but they arc 
varied by the rich embroidery worked •m 
su ch plain spaces of the linen as were 
le !'t. At the present time, quantities of 
this type of work, in form of lunche0n 
s.ets, tray cloths and such articles can 
be found in the Italian shops and also in 
select embroidery s•hops in large cities 
of this coun try, at reasonable prices. 
These various fabric laces were not 
used on clothing but rather on cbureh 
and household linen s. of every kind. 
W e now come to a type of lace that 
mai'l<s the transit ion from fabric laces 
to needle points proper. This lace is call-
ed Reticella. T his lace differs from cu t-
work in that a ltho it also is worked ou t 
of a lin{'n foundation, t'he linen has ::tl· 
most ent irely disappeared; a narrow, 
double hemstitched edge at t he top and 
hottom of the band of lace is all that is 
di sco-verable. The threads left as the 
rramework or the pattern, dividing it in-
to square spaces, a re cover{'d with stitcJl-
es, and the rest of the materia l is a lto-
g{'ther cut away. Into these squares. are 
pu•t d iagonal lines and ci r cles and half 
c·rcles forming very beau~iful combina-
tion s . 
This brings us to the n ec'dle point 
lac{'S. From here on, all the lace made up 
to the present time (excluding knotted, 
crochet, and machine) may be divided in-
to two great classes. These two divisions 
are known as point or needle lace, and 
bobbin or pillow lace. Point lace com-
prises the laces made with the needle, 
making use of' one stitch in its many and 
varied forms; that is, the buttonhole 
stitch. Point lace was made before bob-
hin lace and to this class belong all the 
Venetian points, Alecon, Argentan, Point 
de France, Brussels points a l'Aiguille, 
Gros point, Point Plat, Coralline, Ro~e 
point, Point a Reseau, Irish point. 
Bobbin lace, more commonly known 
as pillow lace, was made, as the n arae 
ill'pl ies by the use of bobbins attached to 
a villow, the number of these bobbins 
':arying greatly, as many as from ten to 
r...any hundreds being used, according t.n 
L>hb pattern. To this class belong Mi':n,, 
Genoese, nearly a ll the Spanish laces, 
Flemish, Mecklin, Valenciennes, !-!oni-
ton. 
Bobbin lace can easily be distinguish· 
ed from point lace by noticing the way 
in which the t::Jile, or solid · part, is made. 
In bobbin lace it re·sembles the crossed 
and interwoven threads of a woven na-
terial, while the solid part of point 13C•J 
is an easily recognized needle point 
stitc'h. Bobbin lace, is, of course, much 
simpler of construction than poini. laC<'. 
The Italian name of the latter is Puato 
in Aria, whioh means "stitches in the 
air." A pattern is constructed on thread>t 
fastened on parchment. These thread:> 
are worked over in various forms of the 
button hole S·titcb, then the parts of the 
pattern are connected and strengthetwrl 
by picoted " bridP-s" as they are callc,(J. 
l\!ost or us are not so familiar with ~1 ·)int 
laces or their imitations but we would 
1"-:tdil y recognize certain bobbin lac:ps, 
namely valenciennes, torchon and cluny. 
Hand-made Irish Point. 
Knotted lac{', or Macrame, is neitl1er 
bobbin nor needle, but is .made of the 
knotting of threads. It is generally us-
ed as an edging of household linens ~nd 
the long fringes of thread are usual!y 
knotted in regular geometrical design~. 
T rutting, another form of notted lace, is 
too familiar to need more than men-
tinning. 
We are equally familiar with crochet 
work, and know that t he Irish are famed 
for making this kind of lace. Another 
lace distinctly Irish is Carrickmacross 
Guipil·e. It was the earliest Irish lace in-
dustry, and is made in t his manner: a 
paJttern , whi0b is put into a frame, is 
covere'd over wil'h a thin, white mu~lin; 
this pa.1 tc:rn, which is visible tbru the 
muslin, is then outlined on the cloth with 
an o1·c·r fmd over stitch; the desigw; are 
(Continued on page 18) 
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If You Would Have Health 
AN orange a day will keep the doctor away," would be a more correct 
statement than is the old adage 
with which we are all familiar. Knowl-
edge of the merit of orange juice in the 
diet is very r ecent and has come to us 
as a result of research and expHimen-
tal work with laboratory animals and 
with children. Just a few years ago 
oranges were eaten simply because they 
were palatable and offered a change in 
the diet. They were "good to eat" and so 
people ate them. That perhaps is still a 
reawn for their popularity but at the 
same time there are other factors to 
consider. 
Some of the first investigat:ons with 
orange juice were made in 1916 and 1917, 
considering orange juice a valu:1ble ad· 
dition to the diet because it contained 
minerals and was recognized as a mild 
laxative. A little l.ater when investiga-
tors wera discover:ng the presence in 
certain foods of the ~-o-calle4 "food acces· 
sory substances" or vitamins and their 
role in tihe prevenUon and cure of de-
ficiency diseases, such as scurvy, beriberi 
and ri~kets, experiments W€re again per-
formed with orange juice. These experi-
ments first pointed out the fact that or· 
ange juice furnished an antiscrobutic 
substance. 
McCollum and Pitz, in 1917, fed fresh 
orange juice, orang€ JUICe neutralized 
with sodium hydroxide, and orange juice 
neutralized and heated for one hour, and 
came to the conclus:on that in all cases 
the animals were benefitted by tJhe ad· 
dition of the orange juice to the diet. 
They attributed the efficiency of or· 
ange juice as an antiscorbutic, as they 
say, to its "content of sodium and potas-
sium citrates both of which possess laxa· 
ti ve properties." That these citrates were 
the antiscorbutic factor was later dis· 
proved (191 8) by H ess and Unger who 
found that artificial o-range juice made of 
citrates. failed to protect or cure animals 
of scurvy. However, later, two ot1her 
sci_entists, Cohen and Mt'indel, proved 
qmte conclusively that fresh orange 
juice is a most effective age'nt in the 
prevention and cure of scurvy. Guinea 
pigs which had devel-oped scurvy were 
fed 1.5 c. c. per day of fresh orange juice 
with the result that there was a marked 
gain in weight and disappearance of 
scorbutic signs. When the orange juice 
was discontinued the weight fell once 
more and scurvy redeveloped, indicating 
that fresh orange juice contains enough 
vitamin C to be a good antiscorbutic. 
After this scurvy-protecting potency of 
fresh orange juice had been established 
the next step was to determine wihat oth· 
er, if any, vitamins were present, wheth-
er ageing, bottling, or drying destroyed 
its antiscorbutic power and the role of 
orange juice in the diet of the human. 
In brief the following facts have been es-
tablished by different experimentors: 
(1) Vitamins A, B and C are present 
in fresh orange juice and cons-erved in 
part at least, undeteriorat€d by drying. 
Volume for volume orange juice is as 
rich in vitamin B as is milk. but it less 
rich in vitamin A. (Osborne and Mendel) 
(2) Orange juice allo-w-ed to age for 
more than three months in the r efrigera-
By MARGARET WHISTLER 
tor was found to have lost some of it>> 
antiscorbutic power. 
(3) Byfield, Daniels and l ;oughlin 
state t:hat orange juice owes its growth 
stimulat:ng power to its antineurifc po· 
tency (v:tamin B) rather than to its an-
tiscorbutic factor (vitamin C). They be· 
came convinced of this thru experiments 
with artificially fed babies. 
(4) Or.ange juice dried almost in· 
stantly ·by spraying into vacuum cham· 
ber at 75-80 degrees C and not allow€d 
to remain in the drying chamber longer 
than two hours was found to be effective 
both in the prevention and cure of 
scurvy. This dried orange juice is still 
effective after three and one-half 
months' storage. (Giwens and McClug-
gage). The fact that orange juice can be 
dried without destroying its vitamin con-
tent, if used commercially shoud make 
oranges much mo-re available to the gen· 
era! public. Only a small part of t he or-
anges actually produced each year are 
pLaced on the market, due to a large 
waste of fruit which cannot be packed. 
For this reawn oranges are an e:~pensive 
food and can be afforded only by a few, 
comparatively speaking. Since drying 
does not harm either. the antisoorbuti~ 
or the antienritic factor, a large percent· 
age of the crop which would otherwise 
be wasted could be dried and put on the 
market in compact form at a reason:1ble 
price to the consumer, making this food 
available to all. 
All of these experiments, results, and 
conclusions would be of little value if we 
were not able to make final application 
of them to the problem of human nutri· 
t ion. The fact that orange juice has. a 
growth stimulating effect should be Rig· 
nificant to us when we consider that 
more than one-third of our school ohilrl 
ren are underweight and malnourished. 
Of course there are supplementary caus-
es of malnourishment- physical defects, 
lack of parental control, fatigue and ig-
norance, but there is an evident relatJort 
between the kinds- and amounts of food 
eaten and the state of nutrition of tihe 
child. Studies have been made of under-
weig-ht school children, their diets and 
now supplementary school lunches, espe-
cially of milk or oranges or both, may 
remedy their condition of malnutrition. 
Such experiments have been carried on 
in Berkeley, California, by Margaret 
\:haney, in Fort Dodge, Iowa, by the Pub· 
lie H ealth Department and in Ames by 
Frances Newell and Dr. E lizabeth Miller. 
In Miss Chaney's experiment the un-
derweight children were divided into five 
groups. The firs-t group was given a mid· 
morning lunch consisting of one-half pint 
of mifk and two graham crackers; sec-
ond group one medium sized orange and 
two graham crackers; third group, one-
half pint of milk and one orange with 
two graham crackeTs; fourth group, one-
fourth pint bottled fresh fruit orangeade 
and two gra:ham crackers; fifth group, 
nothing, to serve as a check on the e;;-
periment. In their degree of efficiency 
these lunches ranged as follows: Orange, 
first; milk and orange, s.econd; milk, 
third and orangeade, last. As Miss Cha-
ney says, "Oranges seem most efficacious 
in producing a gain in weight. Milk, 
while it produced a favorable increase ln 
weight, is not the only food valuable for 
the mid-morning lunch. The less marked 
gain in weight which milk produced in 
this test may be due to its retarding ef· 
feet on the appetite." 
The same results are not a lways ob· 
tained in these experiments with school 
children, probably because their diet has 
not been adequately controlled. The only 
part of their diet Which can be controlled 
1s the mid-morning lunch. For example, 
we have the results and conclusions ot 
the Fort DoJge e:.periment which are 
quite different from those obtained in 
Mis.s Chaney's experiment. On a lunch 
of milk and oranges, the F crt Dodge 
children showed an average gain per pu-
pils of 32 ounces; on milk alone, 15 
ounces, and on oranges alone, only one 
ounce. In one school the results were not 
not so decidedly in favor of the double 
diet and the principal was rather non· 
.plusse.d as to the reason. She finally dis--
covered that the children to whom milk 
alone was being given were bringing 
their own oranges in the afternoon and 
eating them at recess. If it was a good 
thing they were not going to lose out." 
This would indicate that these expeTi· 
ments are not conclusive but merely sug-
gestive in a general way of the benefi ts 
of orange juice to underweight children. 
The conclusions drawn from the Fort 
Dodge experiment were: 
(1) "That milk or its equivalent is a 
necessary part of every child's diet; or· 
anges are not a substitute for milk. 
(2) "Milk is not always effective by 
itself. Many children who had been gen· 
erously supplied with milk at home and 
bad failed to gain, gained when oranges 
were added to the di et. 
(3) "Orange juice or its. equivalent 
is a necessary element in t he child's nu-
trition and is a valuable supplement to 
milk, especially when milk is pas· 
teurized." 
The e::periments which instigated Mis-s 
Chaney's and the Fort Dodge studies are 
interesting to us because they were car-
r 'ed out in Ames, by Miss Newell under 
Dr. Miller's direction. Underweight child· 
ren in an Ames school were selected and 
given physical examinations. "Each 
motheT was requested to reserve portions 
of food during an entire day at the begin· 
ning and at the close o-f the experimental 
period, which were duplicates of ~he 
amounts eaten by the chil.d. This food 
was t hen weig1hed. The diets of these un-
derweight children were found to be e1•· 
pecially deficient in calories. Other de-
ficiencies were in vitmain B and C, and 
iron. If it had not been for the milk fur-
nished at the school the vitamin A and 
calcium content would have been low. 
Protein intake was ade11uate in nearly 
all cases. Following are two diets given 
for illustration: 
Breakfast 
I. Cocoa-1 cup 
Bread-3 
s-lices 
Oleomar-
garine 
II. None 
Lunch 
Bee'fstake 
Potatoes 
Gravy 
Apple 
Cinnamon 
rolls-2 
Dinner 
Cocoa 
Brea.d-2 
slices 
Meat 
Potato 
Cinnamon 
rolls-2 
The medi ~al e::amin.a.tions disclosed 
many defects among these underweight 
children. "The high percentage of absen· 
(Continued on page 18) 
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Experimentally Speaking 
Editors' note :-The suggeSJtions given 
below have all been carefully worked out 
in a class in Experimental Cookery and 
have been found to be correct. 
Do you know-
1. ThaJt-if you wish to add whole 
strawberries or other fruits 
to a fr·<Yo~:en dessert, treat-
ing them in one of the :f)ol· 
11owing ways will prevent 
their becoming chunks of 
ice: 
a. Dip in brandy_:_p"ut in 
when the mixture is 
starting to freeze. 
b. Boil them in sugar 
mixture of an ice. 
2. Tlhart:-if the ice cream freezer is 
turned slowly the ice will 
freeze into quite coarse 
crystals, but if rturned rap-
idly the mixture forms fine 
crystals w:hich give an ice 
of smooth texture. There-
fore, the best rule to follow 
is to turn the handle slow-
ly until mixture' starts to 
freeze and then turn rapid-
ly to freeze mixture hard 
and quickly and give a fine 
texfured p-roduct. 
3. That- vegetables should be cover-
ed with boiling water to 
preserve their natural color 
and keep in the' mine-ral 
matter. Those cooked cov-
ered seem a little greyer in 
color than those not cover-
ed but they lose much of 
the mineral water in cook-
ing if uncovered. Salt helps 
to preserve rtJhe color i o. 
vegetables. Acid added to 
g r e e n vegetables while 
cooking absorbs the ·color 
and makes them grey and 
unattractive. An e'Xception 
to tlhis rule are beets, which 
are more red in acid than 
in alkali. A small amount of 
vinegar added to them will 
cause a brighter red. 
Compiled by ETHELYN V. BROWN 
4. That-acid docs not destroy the 
gelation power of gelatjn . 
With a mixture of 75 parts 
of lemon juice and 25 parts 
of water a very nice jell 
may be obtained which will 
be set after two days of 
standing. An increase in 
acid, does, however, require 
a longer rtime fo·r the gela-
tin to set. Half lemon juice 
and half water gives a g;ood 
flavor. 
Boiling a gelatin solution 
for as long as rtwenty min-
utes does not destmy the 
power of gelation. The tern. 
perature must be kept con-
stant, however, or tlhe gela-
tin will be tough and rub-
bery. 
5. That-raw pineapple added to 
gelatin does destroy the 
power of gelation because 
there is an enzyme in the 
pineapple which acts on the 
protein in gelatin. If t he 
pineapple is cooked the en-
zyme is destroyed and the 
gelatin will set. 
6. That-when eggs, gelatin or cream 
are beaten a product 
or finer texture is obtained 
if a Dover egg beater is us-
ed and a coarse product is 
the result of the use of a 
whip. A whip produces larg-
er bubbles of air and gives 
more bulk. 
7. That-the best proportion for •'gg 
and milk in baked custard 
is : 1 or 11h eggs to 1 cup 
of milk, for custard pie: 2 
eggs to 1 cup of milk. 
8. That-·eggs should be hard cooked. 
or soft cooked• not hard 
and soft boiled. The best 
method is to drop eggs in 
boiling water and allow 
them to stand on the back 
of tJhe stove from 7-10 min: 
utes for sort and about 45 
minutes for hard cookea. 
Another metlwd for soft 
cooked eggs is to place the 
eggs in cold w.ater and re-
move from fire Wlhen water 
just begins to boil. 
One-haH teaspoon vinegar 
for every cup of water used 
in poaching eggs will make 
them hold their shape bet-
ter-there will be no taSJte 
·of vinegar. 
9. That-in making m a yon n a i s e 
dressing it is not necessary 
to add the oil drop by drop 
d"uring 1Jhe process. Add 1t 
J,~ teaspoon at a time at 
first, until emuls.ion or a 
smooth l~oking mixture is 
formed when it may be auc:-
ed much faster- as much 
as one-fou11bh cup at a time. 
10. That-mayonnaise dressing may be 
made with out eggs. Three-
fourths of a tablespoon of 
cornstarch paste (made of 1 
~-!! tablespoons of corn-
starch to 1 cup of water) 
fo.r 1 egg yolk, or 1h table-
spoon of gelll!tin solution 
(made with 2 teaspoons of 
gelatin to 1 cup Wll!ter). Let 
the gelatin stand until it be· 
gins to thicken, then beat 
until forthy before adding 
the other ingredients-this 
dressing mus't be kept cool. 
11. That-potatoes may be fried in 
the same fat in which on-
ions have previously been 
fried and the potatoes will 
not taste of onion. •If fresh, 
clean fat is used the odor 
of onions is not retained be-
cause the odor is volart:ile. 
Old fat with p.articles in it 
will not work so well be-
cause the particles absorb 
the odor and then the odor 
goes into other foods coolc-
ed in this fat. 
Conquering an Ogre 
"Science with Practice" is a g;ood mot-
to when it is actually applied. Recently 
a senior Home Economics student at 
Iowa State decided that she and 'her 
family were spending ·too many of their 
valuable hours in the routine process ol' 
dish washing so she decided to experl· 
ment with this task to determine wheth· 
e•r such were the case or Whether this 
duty actually requires .the amount of 
time ordinarily allotted to it. 
She acco~dingly conducted four exper-
imentF-, each one continuing over a per-
iod of a week. In each case the num· 
ber of dishes were appl'Oximately the 
sa.me, bein~ for the same number of peo-
ple with the same type of menu. 
From an average of 26 1-2 minu:es, 
By GERTRUDE MURRAY 
the result of a someWlhat promiscuous 
method of dish wa&hing she was able to 
reduce the time tJo 16 1-2 minutes, thru 
a scientific study of her pmblem. 
From her study she suggests t:he fol-
lowing speciric means of saving time: 
1. Soap flakes ware dissolved in 
water more rapidly than was soap. 
2. Clean towels are essential. It is 
also her opinion that tihe washing of a 
larger number of slightly soiled towels 
is not as difficult as t•he washing of a 
few VETY soiled ones, and it is certainly 
more sanitary. 
3. The dis-hes should be well-scraped 
and stacked on a table as near the dish 
pan as possible, so that it will not be 
necessary to walk to a table for them. 
This table should also be as close as 
possible to the cupboard where dishes 
are keprt. 
4. \Vhen a dish drainer is used tih.e 
time required to dry the ch·na dishes is 
saved, because if properly arranged, 
they will dry th·emselves, after boil.ng 
water has been poured over them. 
5. It is not essential that silver and 
glasses which will be used each meal be 
put away; rather they may be lent on a 
tray in a convenient place, r eady for 
the laying of the table for the next meal. 
Probably the most important result of 
this studv is the realizatDon of the· fact 
t.hat many of the old-time habits of 
work are not the best. We all, undoutt-
(Continued on page 20) 
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Who's There and Where 
By MARGARET TAYLOR AND PEARL HARRIS 
Homemaker to be Represented at Mer-
rill-Palmer 
Edna Armstrong, Associate Editor and 
Mercie Carley, Circulation Manager of 
the Homemaker have been selected to at-
tend the Merrill-Palmer School at Detroit 
during the Winter quarter. 
Teaching in Tennessee 
Barbara Dewell is in cll.arge of the Do-
mestic Science Departme'llt of the Pi 
Beta Phi Settlement School at Gales-
burg, Tennessee this year. She finds her 
work with the mountain people very in-
teresting, especially the boys' cooking 
course. Parents of the boys and girls 
are urged to learn to read and write and 
are given every encouragement for ad-
vance-ment of the community thru the 
circulat ng 1 brary, hospital, theater and 
the annual fair. She expects to return 
next year to enroll as a junior in Home 
E ~onomics at Iowa State. 
Alice Stewart, '24 is teaching Home 
E~onomics at Gaza, Iowa. 
Dorothy Carl, '25. and Darrell Lucas, 
'22, were married at Lone Tree, Iowa, on 
December 24. 
E:nma T-hornwall, '23, of Maxwell, Ia., 
was a guest on the campus Friday, Jan. 
9. Miss Thornwall is assistant dietit-
ian at Ohio Valley Gene<ral Hospital at 
Wheeling, West Virginia. 
Te-aching at Oreg on Aggies 
Mary Lyle, who · received her master's 
degroe in June '24, is teaching in the Vo-
cational Educational department at the 
Oregon Agricultural college, Ccrvallis, 
Oregon. 
The Parent-Teachers Association at 
their· National Congress, held in St. Paul 
last May created a committee on illite-
racy with Mrs. Bruce Carr Jones, Macon, 
Georgia, as chairman. This committee 
will co-operate with other organizations 
having a slogan, "No Illiteracy in the 
United States by 1930." At present there 
are over five million persons in our coun-
try who are unable to rel:l.d and write. 
Convention reports show great ad-
vancement in community betterment 
work by the Parent Teachers Associa-
tion. In California a juve'llile protection 
department helps to re-establish delin-
quents in their communities. Educating 
the parents has been the aim of all the 
clubs, especially education of the foreign 
parent. Middlesex co:unty, New Jer-
sey. has many English classes for foreign 
mothers in charge or paid teachers or 
parent tPacher worke'rs. Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, features junior club work and re-
ports 481 active sewing clubs during the 
summer vacation. All over the country 
the associations are working for the im-
provement of commun:ty conditions and 
standards of living. 
Marie Hall Deceased 
Marie Hall, '20, died at th e home of 
her parents in SheHrock, Iowa, on the 
nineteenth of June. vVhile in school at 
Iowa State, Miss Hall became a member 
of Omicron Nu, Theta Sigma Phi, and 
Mortar Board. Following her graduation 
"he was engaged in Costume Design work 
in Chicago, after which she taught in her 
home town. She later came to Ames as 
a clothing specialist in the Extension De-
partment, in which work she was engag-
ed when forced to go home because of 
illness. 
Hansen Gord on 
On Nove'rllber 28th at Atlanta, Iowa, 
occurred the marriage· of Alma Hansen, 
'22 and J . L: Gordon, '22. Their home 
will be in Marion, Ohio. 
Marie Greer, '24, is at present with 
the Ontra Cafeteria at Edgewater BeaC'h, 
Chicago. 
Nell VanDyke DaveJI, '21, left for her 
home in South Africa the last of Novem-
ber, after visiting at her home in Des 
Moines. 
Miss Beth Johnson, Home Economics 
'24, is starting her student dietitian train-
ing aJt Michael Reese Hospital, Clhicago, 
January 1. 
Enid Edwards, '21, was married to 
George Puffet of Ames on October 15, 
at Minneapolis. They are at present liv-
ing in Ames. 
During the past summer Margaret Ru-
therford enjoyed a pleasure trip to 
Europe. She left from Montreal, Canada, 
on the ship Mt. Claire and was gone 
most of the summer. 
Mabel Rood who graduated at the end 
of the Fall quarter has gone to the Pot-
ter Metabolic Clinic in Santa Barbara, 
California, where she will receive her 
student d:etitian training. 
Mis-s Ruth Megchelsen who -took her 
student dietitian training at Santa Bar-
bara., California, has recently received an 
appointment as dietitian in bhe Mossup 
S ~ho:>l for Girls, Ha rriman, Tenn. 
Clarice lies, '24, who has completed 
her student diei>tian train·n~ at Ohio Val-
lek G€neral Hospital at Wheeling, West 
Vir.=\'inia, has just been appointed cibief 
dieitian at the new saniJtarium at E~pin­
ter Santo Springs, Tampa, Fla. 
Mr. and Mrs. John McLean, Hood Riv-
er, Oregon, a r e the parents of a baby 
boy, John CameTon, born December 10. 
Mrs. ·McLean was formerly N. Beth Bai-
ley who was connected with the Foods 
and Nutrition Department fol' several 
years. 
·Ada Mae Whiteside, '24, is teaching 
at HUgo, Colorado. 
Irene Dewey is teaching Home Eco-
nom.cs at Renwick, Iowa. 
Vivian Moe '22, is working for her 
master's degree in foods at Iowa City. 
Gladys Mackey is teaching Home Eco-
nomics at Sioux City, Iowa. 
Jessie Horne, '24, is now working with 
the vVashburn Cros-by company in New 
Jersey. 
Amelia Wilson, '24, and Fred Cure, '23, 
were married during the summer in Des 
Moines, Iowa. 
Dorothy Kenworthy, '24, is advertising 
manager for a Rock Island, Illinois, de-
partment store. 
-----------------
Ed:th Dugger, '24 and Tom Thompson 
who were married in July are now Jiving 
in Detroit, Michigan. 
EtJhel Butcher, '24, holds a position 
as a Home Economics teacher in a Mil-
waukee high school. 
Florence Goddard, '24; and Lester Clap-
per, '22, were married in November. The 
ce'remony took place at her home in Da-
venport, Iowa. 
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Campbell are the 
parents of a baby boy born in December. 
Mrs. Campbell will be remembered as 
Haniet Kintzley, 15. 
Alma KalSe'rll, '24, and Cecil Larson, 
'22, were married on October 11, at Hux-
ley, Iowa. They are now making their 
home at Slater, Iowa. 
Mary Lyle, -who received her master's 
degree in Teacher Training at Iowa State 
last year, is at present taching in the 
State College of Oregon. 
Dorothy Proctor, who received her 
master's degree here last year is now 
teaching Home Economics at Stevens 
College, Columbia, Missouri. 
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh "Polly" Wallace, 
formerly Nellie Whittemore are the par-
eruts of a baby girl, .Jean Elizabeth, who 
made her debut in Septemb1~r. 
M:uguerite Connor who was married 
on Commencement Day of last year to 
Clifford Ayres, '23, is now living at Sey-
mour, Iowa, where Mr. Ayres is teaching 
agriculture. 
-------
Ethel Huebner now holds a pos-ition in 
the Home Manage'rllent School at De-
troit, Michigan. She 'h.as charge of the 
Home Management House in connection 
with the Henry Ford plant. 
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FARM AND HOME WEEK 
Again the homemakers of Iowa are invited to the 
Iowa State campus for the annual Farm and Home 
Week, which is to be held February 2-7. 
The Home Economics program seems this ye3.r to 
be an especially valuable one in its scope and interest. 
All parts of the program group themselves around the 
general subject, "The Cornerstones of the American 
Home", which include the health of the family, fam-
ily development and sound fifinancial standards. 
Interesting study groups are one phase of the 
week's educational program. The "Home Manage-
ment" study group under the leadership of Miss Ruth 
M. Lindquist of the Household Administration De-
partment will discuss matters of family financing-
budgeting and account keeping. Mrs. Lulu R. Lan-
caster, also of the Household Administration Depart-
ment, will lead a discussion group on Child Life, where 
the problems of child raising will be brought for solu-
tion. In one group a study of labor saving devices 
will be made, with opportunities for actual use of the 
equipment in the Home Economics building. 
Besides the valuabie help which will be given by 
members of the Home Economics faculty, there will 
be speakers of state and national interest to be heard. 
Mrs. Clara Ingram Judson, of the American Bond 
and Mortgage Company, Chicago, who is a homemaker 
herself and has had a great deal of practical experi-
ence, will be one of the home management speakers. 
Dr. Caroline B. Hedger, of the Elizabeth McCormick 
Memorial Fund, Chicago, who has been heard before 
during Fram and Home Week, will speak upon "Child 
Life at Its Best", and health for the homemaker and 
the members of her family. 
Mrs Anna Garlin Spencer, from Columbia Univer-
sity, will have as her main interest the development 
of a happy family life. 
Dr. Woolley of the Merril-Palmer School, De-
troit, will speak upon Child Training problems of par-
ticular interest to mothers. 
But with the educational program the recreation 
which is so essential to the de velopment of each of 
the cornerstones will not be forgotten. Mrs. Mignon 
Quaw Lott of the Montana Extension Department will 
be in charge of this program for the week and will in-
troduce forms of recreation which may be applied to 
the family. 
Surely, with such a program offered to her, Mother 
can be spared for one short week during the whole 
year, if her absence is going to mean increased future 
happiness, health and progress for the family which 
she repr.esents. 
From December 29th to January 2nd, 1925, was a 
busy time on the Iowa State campus. More than one 
thousand club boys and girls, with their leaders, from · 
all over Iowa, met during that time for the Junior 
short course. 
An interesting, educational and recreative program 
was provided for both the boys and the girls. Special 
work was given in the departments of Horticulture, 
Science, Physical Education, Dairy Agriculture and 
Home Economics. 
As far as it was possible the boys and girls were 
housed in the women's dormitories, where meals were 
also serv·ed, with the exception of the evening of De-
cember 31st, when the annual Junior banquet was 
held in the Men's gymnasium. 
On the afternoon of Thursday, January 1st, the 
girls were "entertained in a club way" in groups of 
twenty at arious places on the campus, by college girls 
who were in Ames during the holidays. 
The plan of holding the Junior Short Course during 
the college vacation is a new one. Ordinarily it has 
been held in connection with the "Farm and H:m:e 
Week". · 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
The New Year has already progressed many days 
on its way, but even yet it is not too lat·2 for a cheery 
"Happy New Year". The Homemaker wishes to take 
this opportunity of wishing for its friends, new and 
old, a pleasant, worthwhile and happy 1925. 
Now is the time to thank those same friends for 
their support, encouragement and loyalty thru the 
past twelve months and to hope for the same during 
the year to come. 
We are ever striving for that ideal of the founders 
of our Homemaker-Better Homes-and each year we 
hope we may come nearer to the attainment of that 
goal. May 1926 find us farther on our way. 
HEALTH RECIPES 
An exceedingly interesting pamphlet which has 
just recently been published is one entitled, "Health 
Recipes", compiled by Angeline V. K,eenan and pub-
lished by the National Dairy Council, 910 S. Michi-
gan A venue, Chicago. It con tams attractively illus-
trated recipes which are perforated so that they may 
be removed, pasted on 3x5 cards and permanently 
filed. 
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW COVER! 
For the new cover which appears on this month's 
issue of the Iowa Homemaker, we are indebted to 
Marie Rayness, our Art Editor, to whom we wish to 
express our thanks. 
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Thu following is a lbt of refercn ~e 
books whcih you may give to the 
Mothers' Club of' your city w<hen you d;s-
cuss with them "Feeding the Family." 
1. Feeding the Family, Mary Swartz 
Rose, 1924 edition .. 
2. Dietetics for Nurses, Proudfit 
3. Food Planning and Preparation, 
'Vellman. 
4. The American Home Diet, McCol-
lum. 
5. Food Projucts, New Edition, Sher-
man. 
6. Personal Hygiene Applied, Wil-
liams. 
Buttermilk from Sweet Whole Milk 
How can I make buttermilk out 
of sweet milk? 
In reply to your r equest of how to 
make buttermilk out of whole sweet 
milk, I would suggest that you buy the 
burt:Jtermilk tablets, at your local drug 
store. These tablets are something like 
yeast. They contain the bacteria, which 
scientifically are known as Bulgaricus 
Bacillus or Lactic Acid Bacillus. When 
these tablets are put in the milk, the 
bacilli beg in to grow on the material in 
the milk, and change its flavor. They are 
Eot harmful. 
If you should not be able to obtain 
these tablets in your lo cal store, per-
haps your druggist could order them es-
pecially for you. 
Hot Water Pie- Crust 
Will you please give a recipe for 
hot water pie crust? Do you like 
this method of preparation as well 
as older methods? 
3 c. Flour 
1 tsp. Salt 
"h c. Boiling water 
% c. Lard 
"h tsp. Baking po.wder 
Heat bowl w itJh wwter. Put in lard, 
l.Jeat until smooth. Then add salt and 
flour, sifted with baking powde<r; beat 
until smooth large ball forms on spoon. 
Chill before rolling out. Wrapped in 
paraffin paper and ahilled, it keeps well 
for seve1·a1 clays, before rolling out. 
In reply to your letter about 'hot water 
pie crust, we wish to say that the reasm1 
we recommend hot water ple crust is 
that it is sure to give a mo-r e tender 
cr'ust regardless of room 1temperature. 
Last year we put it to the test of mak-
ing 3,000 individual cherry pies at our 
Home E conomics Day celebration. Tlhe 
patrons all gave their hearty approval of 
the finished product. 
This metihod gives a yellower crust burt 
a more mealy one. It may be used at 
once or kept in the ice box. It also is 
much easier and quicker than the con-
ventia.l method, · and gives a uniformly 
500d product. It does not, however, give 
as flaky a crust as the older method, 
since ilt is more the type of crust made 
with oil. We have tried t1his method in 
our advanced classes t:his year where the 
conventional me-thod is already well un-
derstood. 
Fruit Cocktail 
What fruits can I use for a cock-
tail and how much will I get to 
sc:·vc fifty people? 
You can use canned fruits such as 
peaches, pears, pineapple, cherries, etc., 
and add orange or bananas or both for 
y·our cocktail. 
Your cost will depend upon the fruits 
you use. Of course, canned fruits cost 
less if you wisih a· fruit out of season. 
Count upon serv:ng about :Y3 of a cup to 
each person. Add sugar if neces.s:uy. Use 
a combination that will give the color 
scheme you desire. Cut your fruit in 
cubes or sections-do net !have any ap-
pear mushy. 
Y1ou will need · ahout 4 % qua rts of the 
mi::ture to serve fifty people. 
Rolled Oats Bread 
\Viii vou plell,se give me a recipe 
fo1· r.:1aking rolled oats bread ·t 
The following recipe for making rolled 
oats bread is taken from rthe Bo:::1~on 
Cooking School Cook Book. 
2 cups boiling water 
112 cup molasses 
"h tablespoon salt 
1 tablespoon butter 
1h yeast cake dissolved in % cup luke-
warm water 
1 cup rolled oats 
5 cups flour 
Add boiling water to oats, and let 
stand one hour; add molasses, salt, but-
t "r, dissolved yeast cake, and flour; let 
rise, beat thm,oughly, turn into buttered 
bread pans, let rise again, and bake. To 
make shaping of biscuits easy, take UJl 
mixture by spo::mfuls, drop into plate of 
flour, and have palms of hands well cov-
ered with flo·ur before attempting to 
shape, or drop from spoon into buttered 
muffin t ins: 
< .AD 
Household Expenditure Budget 
I am informed that your department 
(E :rtension) has for distribution a b'udget 
adaptable for household expendtiures. 
I desire a scbedule suitable for two 
persons on a salary of $215 per month. 
If you are unable to furnish this- schedule, 
will you kindly write me, stating if pos-
ible where such informat:on may be ob-
ta;ned? 
'Ve do not have any partic'ular per-
centage division of income in budget-
making as each family has Hs own par-
ticular needs. It is necessary for each 
family to study its own particular ne<Jcls, 
in order to make a practical workable 
budget. 
It is almost impossible to budget with-
out first keeping accounts for a year, to 
find out just how your expenses run and 
just where there are possibilities for 
making desirable changes. 
We have a bull&tin on Home Accounts 
and a leaflet with suggestions as to how 
to plan a budget. We have used this 
plan successfully. Our new home bO<'.'.{ 
which is now on sale would pr.obatily be 
of service to you and can be obtainf'd 
from the Extension Department for ~I · 
cents. 
Bulletin on Care of Food 
Will you give me the name of a 
bulletin which will help me with 
the care of food in the home? 
In November, 1923 the United States 
Department of Agricu1ture published a 
Farmers' B'ulletin No. 1374 entitled the 
"Care of Food in the Home." This may 
be had by writing to Washington, D. C. 
" National Thrift Week" 
National Thrift Week comes on Jan. 
13th, the birthday of Benjamin Frank-
lin. Home Economists will recognize tihis 
as a good day to set up better standwrds 
for home making. 
Gelat in Sponge 
How can I make a gelatin 
s;;onge? 
The congealing jelly is- usually whip-
peel with a beater until light and fluffy 
and the egg whites or cream may be 
folded in. If you wish to add variations, 
nuts, fruilt--fresh, candied or dried, may 
be added. Where jelly is whipped wirth-
o'ut any additioiJ.s it is called a gelatin 
whip. Where egg whites are added, it is 
called a gelatin sponge. I<lor Charlottes 
either cream or beaten egg whites may 
be used. Bavarian Creams always have 
whipped cream added. 
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IS THE SUPERIOR CHILD .GETTING A FAIR CHANCE? 
AN important question before the public at the present time is, "How 
may we recognize the superior child 
in the schools that he may receive the 
right training, preventing lazy habits to 
be formed and the work from being too 
easy for him?" 
All school children should be g:ven in-
telligence tests annually in order to dis-
cover special talents and superiority so 
that the right training can be given 
them. 
Some of the tests Which are given to 
children are the Haggerty Delta I, a 
group intelligence test for the grades 
from one to three; the Haggerty Delta 
II, for the grades from three to nine; and 
the Standard Binet examinations, a brief 
scale. These tests will weed out the gen· 
eral superiority of the school classes who 
h.ave not before been recognized as su-
perior. The test scales will g>ive the men-
tal age and the coefficient of intellect1,1al 
ability or the I. Q. Any I. Q. above 110 
indicates superiority. Above 140 the 
"Near genius." About one per cent of 
children only will reach or exceed an I. 
Q. of 130, according to Terman. 
At times dt will happen th.at a child 
who shows evidences of superiority may 
make a low norm in an intelligence test 
due to the training he has had. For in-
stance, in the Hag·gerty Delta I, two of 
the tests have to do with similarities and 
ddfferences. In one of the exercises there 
are twenty-five pairs of words with in· 
structions: "If the two words mean the 
same put as 'S' between tt.~m. If they 
mean as different as can be, put a 'D' 
between them." A c'hild of superior men-
tality who had always been taught tlhat 
words were very different in meaning 
might fail in this test since he would dis-
scriminate between the words and put 
"D" after all of them. In this case it 
would be wise to have Lim take another 
test. 
We still are very much in the dark as 
to the best training for exceptional child-
ren. Many questions must still be an-
swered before we can have more than a 
theoretic point of view. Some of the 
questions Which have been debated are 
as follows: At what grade ought a selec-
tion be made? By what method ought pu-
pils to be selected for the special class? 
How many ought to be placed in a given 
class? Does the teacher need special 
qualifications? Should the course of 
study continue the same or should it too 
be enlarged by sup.plementary work, or 
ought the course of study be abolished 
entirely? Ou~ht the pupils do more or 
less home work? Ought the methods of 
instruction, the use of illustration of in-
duction of practice drills to be altered? 
Ought the pupils to be encouraged to 
participate more actively in class dis-
cussions or ought these tendencies to be 
repressed in favor of vigorous drill and 
the development of a high degree of pre-
cision and speed? What should be done 
!o detect and. to foster specialized abil-
Ity,. such as talent in drawing, music, 
design, dramatic expression, mechanical 
pursuits, invention and the like? 
By MARIE MORTENSON 
Graduate Student in Home Economics 
Very little effort has been made ex-
cept in a few Of the S•Chools in the COUll· 
try to provide for lhe gifted child. The 
great number of even the largest schools 
take no notice of the gifted child and 
he has had exactly tohe same treatment 
as the normal and sub-normal · child. 
However, there are some schoois in 
which the other extreme is reached, 
where complete individualized instruc-
tion is given. In this way every pupil 
does his work at his own pace. We have 
an example of this system at Winnetka, 
Illinois. At certain times of the week all 
of the pupils are assembled, at these 
times having activities which bring in 
the social element. During the remain-
der of the time the pupils are supplied 
with materia'] including a•s.eries of "goal 
books" and a series of "test exercises." 
Eaoh pupil works according to· his own 
pace, trying to gain in each branch of 
his work the goal w!hich is next in ad-
vance. When he thinks he has attained 
the goal he has tests provided in his 
material which he applies to himself. If 
he succeeds · in these he is given a test 
by the teacher, and if he is successful he 
starts work toward the next goaL If un-
successful the teacher ·helps him with 
the points in which he is weak. From 
our own knowledge of the characteris-
tics of the superio1· child we can easily 
realize that this method is a step toward 
the correct plan for training of superior 
children since it gives them a stimulus 
for working, since they are allowed to 
go as rapidly as their ability permits, and 
since they have definite goals for which 
they work. 
A second method of providing for the 
superior child in our schools, and the 
most common method is thru grade skip-
ping. Several cities such as Denver; At-
lanta, Tallahassee, Newton, Lawrence, 
(Kan.) , Spi'ingfield, Missouri, Montclair, 
Chester, Pennsylvania and Kansas City 
use this plan. As a general rule no diffi-
culty is experienced in adjusting one's 
self to the work in the following grade 
thru skipping a grade. However, if there 
is any, l!his could be remedied if the 
teacher or parent would give a little time 
and energy in assisting the child to 
bridge the gap, but cramming should be 
avoided. This method allows the child 
to do work of his mental age but it does 
not give him the incentive for work 
which the first plan does. 
The third method of providing for the 
superio•r child consists in dividing the 
pupJ!s withm a gJVen grarle mto two or 
three sections, oftenest three sections. 
This is done on the basis of intelligence 
t ests, We find this method in the high 
schools of Salt Lake City, Denver, New 
Haven, Lynn, St. Louis, Omaha, New 
Y.ork, Philadelphia, Providence, Spokane 
and several others. We have it in tJhe 
lower grades at Everette, Massachusetts, 
Kansas City. Missouri, Cincinnati, Kala-
mazoo and Detroit. 
Sometimes under this system the bet-
ter section undertakes more work than 
the other sections and sometimes it un-
dertakes similar work at a faster pace. 
It has been a problem as to the policy of 
acceleration and the only policy of en-
richment. The tendency appears to be 
growing to conclude that acceleration is 
on the whole more obvious and natural 
in the lower grades say between the kin-
dergarten and the fifth or sixth grade 
whereas enrichment is the more obvious 
and natural in the grades above the sixth. 
A fourth method of providing for gifted 
pupils consists in the formation of de-
finite segregated special classes. Such 
classes have been in operation in Berke-
ley, Los Angeles and San Diego, Califo-r-
nia; Meriden, Connecticut, Oak Park, 
Illinois, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Louis-
VIlle, n..entucKy, Bo3ton and Worcester, 
Massachusetts, Battle Creek, Detroit, 
Grand Rapids and Jackson, Michigan, 
St. Paul, St. Louis, Newark, New York 
City and Rochester, New York, and 
Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio. 
In Jackson, Michigan, for example, 
special classes for acceleration were first 
organized including children from the 
third to sixth grades with I. Q.'s of 115 
or better. The general plan of operati·on 
was to keep pupils in these rooms for 
one semester during which they did the 
work of two regular semesters and then 
were returned to the regular classes. In 
these speed room s a certain amount of 
accessory work characteristic of the 
grades in question was reduced in quan-
tity or temporarily eliminated; thus 
there was less time devoted to music 
and drawing and the manual arts than 
in the regular grades. 
The general results of these speed 
roams have been satisfactory. They have 
demonstrated that properly selected pu-
pils can accomplish two years of work 
in one year without deteriment to their 
health. The metthod is undoubtedly su-
perior to the rougher devise of grade 
skipping. The jump of the grade skipping 
is removed but the gifted . pupil speeds 
for five months out of his elementary 
career only, and for the rest of the time 
he must keep the slower pace of the av-
erage pupil. The administrative advant-
age of the speed room is that it makes 
it pJssible in a smaller school sytsem to 
bring together under one teacher a suffi-
cient number of pupils of superior ability 
to form a good sized working group. The 
attitude of the pupils is excellent and 
problems of discipline disappear. Child-
ren here learn good habits of study and 
develop right attitudes toward life. 
There are also enrichment classes in 
Jackson includ ing the fifth and sixth 
grades. The work includes the r cguhi.I· 
tasks of the fifth and sixth grades but 
this is supplemented by various types of 
enrichment. Among the things which 
have been tric'd as supplements are (1) 
numerous visits to industrial establish-
ments. and institutions such as banks 
and libra ries, (2) practice in the use of 
parliamentary procedure, (3) excursions 
into Greek mythology, ( 4) development 
of an elaborate study of the project me-
thod. of the problem of transportation, 
including the construction of highways 
(Continued on page 20) 
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Home Economics Faculty Members tn • Europe 
GLIMPES OF EUROPEAN ART 
By FRANCES SWENSON 
European trips seemed to be the pop-
ular type of vacation with members of 
the Home Economics faculty last sum-
mer . Miss Ruth Spencer, instructor in 
Home Planning and Interior Decoration, 
as a member of a party of twelve, had a 
most interesting trip thru England, Swit-
zerland, France and Italy. 
The party, taking the northern route 
to Liverpool, made their first stop at 
Stratford, England. Stratford proved an 
extremely interesting little town, with 
many quaint lanes and old-fashioned 
houses. Miss Spencer was especially at-
tracted by one of these houses one eve-
ning and upon investigation discovered 
that it was the home of Shakespeare. 
The cottages, which are several hundred 
years old, are strictly individual in every 
respect. Miss Spencer took many pic-
tures, both of exteriors and interiors, 
which she expects to use in the depart-
ment. The furniture-lovely old chests, 
quaint little chairs, odd tables of all siz-
es; the small panes in th·c windows-aU 
lent an atmosphere to the lovely . sur-
roundings. 
Warwick Castle and the ruins of K en-
ilworth were long-to-be-remember·cd 
spots. Warwick contains many of the 
best works of Rembrandt, Reynolds and 
Holbein. 
In London, where there are myriads of 
inter·esting and fascinating places, the 
most outstanding to Miss Spencer was 
the Queen's Doll House, a miniature of 
one of the palaces of the QuePn found at 
the British Empire Exposition. It is 
worked out to the smallest d ~tail, even 
w the paintings on the wall, which are 
miniature reproductions done by the 
greatest artists. St. Paul's Cathedral and 
Westminster Abbey are good examples 
"f old Engli'Sh architecture, besides t\! 
ing places of particular interest to ev-
eryone who visits London. 
At Dover the party crossed to Ostende, 
which became their headquarters during 
their stay in Belgium. Ostende and 
Blanken burg, both famous resorts were 
visited as was eebenge, near which is 
"the .Mole," made famous as a fortifica-
t:on during the Great War. It was here 
that part of th e German fleet was bottled 
up by the J:1Jnglish. 
In Belgium many of the houses are 
built together in a community style. Jn 
the war-wrecked sections, there are of-
ten only one or two units of these houses 
left standing. 
Italy next became the center of inter-
est. The beautiful villas found thruout 
this country were of particular interest 
to one concerned with types of architec-
ture. The Italians use the villas as coun-
try homes, and almost entirely for enter-
taining. All of the estates have wonder-
fully well laid out gardens and lawns. 
In Rome the Vatican Galleries were 
perhaps one of the most fascinating 
places. Here are many remarkable pic-
tures, por traits and statues. Among 
other famous pieces are the "Discus 
Thrower" and the "Laocoon Group." The 
walls of the Vatican are hung with rich 
old tapestries. 
On the Palatine Hill are the ruins of 
the Baths, the House of Livia, the Rom-
an Forum, and various triumphal arches 
'\Ve have here two viewpoints of 
Europe expressed by representa-
tives of different departments in 
our Home Economics Devision. 
of Septimus Severance Trajan and Con-
stantine. The Constantine Arch was 
formerly· the beginning of the Appian 
Way, the famous road leading out of 
Rome. 
Then Venice ! What a unique city, 
with its canals, bridges, old Ijyzantine 
and Italian architecture! Each cathedral 
in Venice has some one very rare pos-
session. St. l,Vlark's cathedral has for its 
most valued ornament, a large gold 
plaque, studded with many precious 
stones. 
One of the interesting parts of Venice 
is Lida, the pleasure park which ap-
peared to be as popular as our American 
pleasure parks. 
After leaving Venice, the party took a 
northern courRe thru Italy and over in-
to Switzerland to Montreux, a famous re-
sort. All thru Switzerland are scatter:::d 
chalets, most of which are built of stone, 
with roofs anchored by stones. 
Up Lake Geneva from Montreux to the 
city of Geneva proved an interesting and 
beautiful trip. At Geneva, the Palace of 
the League of Nations attracted the most 
attention. 
Paris was the last stop. The Palace 
of Luxemborg, located h ere now contains 
· an exhibition of the greater modern 
painters. The Conciergerie is the prison 
where Marie Antoinette was imprisoned. 
Her gardens were laid out in extreme 
French coloring, similar to the colorings 
in Erte's drawings. 
Beside the educational value of the 
trip there was the mere "thrill" of being; 
in the Old World, the fun of shopping in 
England, France and Italy and the joy of 
an ocean trip, a combination not soon to 
be forgotten by those fortunate enough 
to have e njoyed it. 
EUROPEAN MARKETS 
By JESSIE HILL 
"It is considered quite the t11.ng to 
talk about the food at the table when 
you ar·e traveling in Europe," says Miss 
Ruetta Day of the home economics de-
partment who went abroad last summer. 
"At Genoa we had a typical Italian din-
n er beginning with a heavy greasy soup 
containing macaroni, onions, beans and 
potatoes. Many kinds of fish, lamb, veal, 
and chicken were served with a green 
salad and a very few potatoes. Olive oil 
is used a great deal to fry and season but 
we did not mind because it is so mar-
velous. ·wild strawberries were serv3d 
for dessert. 
"With its narrow streets, much smell 
and many people Italy has a real atmos-
phere," Miss Day continued. "Here as in 
most of Europe the honking of the for-
eign automobile is constant. The cars 
are small, some of them having oniy 
three wheels. All have large horns and 
make a great deal of noise. .before we 
had been on the continent twenty min-
utes we were tired of them. 
"When we took side trips into the coun-
try the hotel packea a lunch for each per-
son in a paper sack. It consisted of a 
large hard roll of bread, a hunk of cheese, 
fruit and a bottle of wine, 
"Sometimes, when it was necessary to 
eat. lunch on the train reservations had 
to be made ahead. The service is table-
d'-hote and more people are served in 
less time than on the American diner. 
"The most common food of Italy of 
course is macaroni. Whole shops are giv-
en over to selling just that and canned 
fish. Usually the macaroni is served 
with parmesan cheese sprinkled over the 
top. Sometimes it is cooked with toma-
to paste, the only form of canned toma-
toes in Italy. 
"All of us were glad to get into Swit-
zerland because it was cool and so much 
more sanitary than any part of Italy. The 
food is like the language, Italian in some 
sections and French and German in oth-
ers. Every place the milk and butter 
was outstanding. In other parts of Eur-
ope butter, unsalted , was served only at 
breakfast for the Americans. 
"Next we went to France. Their cook-
ing leads the world. The chefs are very 
painstaking in that they spend a great 
deal of time and go to much trouble to 
get a dish just right. Vegetables and 
green salads characterize their diet. The 
pastries are very unlike ours but again 
we can hav·e only praise for the French 
cook. 
"The markets of Paris are very inter-
esting. The early morning market is the 
jobbers market. Then things are cleared 
away for th·e retail marKets which op•m 
at 8: 00. Some of the goods are sold in 
push carts around in the city. The chief 
problem is the lack of any system of re-
frigeration except in a few of the larger 
hotels. Ev-ery thing must be consumed 
at once. Meat that is served at dinner 
is killed in the morning. 
"A continental breakfast," says Miss 
Day, "consists of a pot of strong coffee, 
two thirds chickory, with a pot of hot 
milk, and small hard rolls. The milk and 
coffee are both poured into a cup at the 
same time in about equal amounts form-
ing what is called Cafe au Lait. This 
breakfast can be redeemed by a cup of 
chocolate. V.le wer·e hungry for a bowl 
of oatmeal porridge and graham bread. 
Sweets were also lacking in the diet but 
we bought chocolate every place we 
went. It was always excellent. In Paris 
we found a man selling Eskimo Pies. 
"It is customary in Europe to serve 
wine with the meal and in every place 
we visited we ordered the local wines. 
"One vegetable served at almost every 
m eal which we use very little over here 
is vegetable marrow. The taste is the 
same as cooked cucumber. It was served 
in all ways, sometimes buttered and 
sometimes baked. In Rome it was 
stuffed with nuts and bread crumbs. 
"We enjoyed the cooking in England 
the most," said Miss Day, "not because 
it was better than the French but be-
cause it is more lij'e your own. The Eng-
lish are not really as !\'OOd cooks as the 
French because they do not spend as 
much time trying to get a dish perfect. 
Slices of white bread were served and 
were welcome after hard rolls throe 
times a day on the continent. From 
four to six in the afternoon is the time 
for everyone to have tea. Even the 
guards in the park take time off to drink 
a cup or two. Dinner is not served un-
til seven o'clock. After dinner coffee is 
always served in the drawing room." 
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NEW RESEARCH LABORA-
TORY 
By THIRZA HULL 
One half of the twelve graduate stu-
dents majoring in Foods and Nutrition 
have now started their research work in 
the newly equipped laboraory in the 
Home Eoonomics building. 
A thousand dollars worth of new equip-
ment has been installed. The laboratory 
now boasts a new centrifuge, a vacuum 
drying oven, an electric Kjeldahl appa· 
ratus, a calorimeter and a chainomatic 
balance, the best of its kind for rapid 
and accurate weighing. 
Miss Ruth Pohlman is with the help 
of this new equipment continuing her r<:-
search in the determinati:on of the iron 
content of vegetables grown in Iowa. 
Miss Lettie Thornberg is assisting her. 
The laboratory is clean, neat, well-
lighted and of ample size f<Or convenient 
research work. Altho it is a modest be-
ginning in Food and Nutrition research 
work it will probably be enlarged as the 
research work in this department in-
creases. 
Sue Blundell, '21, is studying for her 
master's degree at Columbia University 
this year. 
The Apron Shop ·1 
Attractive Aprons 
Marion Marmion 
138 Main St. 
Martin's Dress Club 
Men's Furnishings 
Ladies' and Mens' Cleaning 
and Pressing 
2414 Lincoln Way 
Phone 1362-W 
Ames, Iowa 
~~~0~-~-~<· I La Verne Beauty Shop I 
Mrs. Tom Geataganas, Prop. 
Phone 307 
Krank's Cosmetics 
Marcel 
Water Waving 
Facial and Scalp Treatments 
CAMPUSTOWN 
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SANITAS COLLAR A~D CUFF 
SETS 
By HELENE DEAN 
Collar and cuff sets ever grow in popu-
larity and a smart set will make an old 
blouse or dress seem-like new. There are 
any number, kinds and colors of pretty 
swede or leather sets Qn tihe market 
now. However, it is frequently difficult 
>i'O get the desired color, material and 
style all in on. Possibly if the exa.ct ar-
ticle that suits is found the price is 
more than the good we feel we should 
receive from it. 
Collar and cuff sets may be made of 
swede or leather very easily, Cleve•r sets 
may also be made of sanitas, which is a 
much less expensive material and clean;; 
easily. This material may be had in dull 
or slhiny finish, in black, white or several 
other colors. 'fwenty-five cents worth of 
sanitas will easily make two sets. 
Cut out the sanitas in the s.hape and 
size you desire. The edges are very 
pretty pinked, in which case a half an 
inch extra should be allowed around tJhe 
outer edge. Tiny open work designs may 
be cut in the corners.. A paper punch 
may be used to make little holes at t he 
base of the pinking or in the design and 
a number <Of other variations may also 
be worked out. This may be left so th8 
color of the blouse or dress shows t1n·u 
or may be lined with any pn:.tt y ma-
t erial. 
Painte'd designs are very pretty. Oil 
paints Ldt~e a long time to dry an•l [Ire 
r 01t al wHr "; fa1is"'' t<c'1 orv. Enamel -.v·orks 
very uie,:.:.r auu can b.e bought in small 
(ans at <lru~: :::tores. The desig:l, how-
ever, sh·••:l•i be -;m:-11 and earefulU tlono.:. 
White sets are very uainty and ·prc,tty, 
pinked, with delicately painted designs 
i'n the corner. Black can stand mor'3 bold 
and daring colors. These black set s are 
particularly valuable to the working girl 
who finds her clotJh cuffs getting soiled 
while the rest of her blouse is yet clean, 
and are more aJttractive than etre paper 
cuffs. 
MENDING HOSE 
By KATHERINE DARREL 
What girl or woman has n ot experien-
ced the exaspnation caused by the ap-
pearance of a runner in an otherwise 
perfect pair of hose? It may be sewed 
up but the mend flaunts itself nevertll e-
less. The more inconspicuous a mend is, 
N1e more perfect it is. A much better me-
thod of repairing runners than the usual 
manner is possible. Using a number 12 
or number 14 crochet hook, pick up the 
dropped s titch at the end of the runner. 
Catching the first thread which extends 
across, draw it tlhru the stitch which is 
on the needle. Continue until the break 
is reached. If several stitches have been 
dropped, crochet each row separately. 
·when all the rows have been repaired, 
catch the r emaining loops from the un· 
der side, using a fine silk thread to 
match the hose. Draw the hole up and 
tie firmly. With care and a little patience 
a pair of hose which at first seemed 
hopeless can be made to do service still 
maintaining a g·ood appearance. 
Flor-ence M. Lewis is located at Mon-
tana State Normal School, Dillon, Mon-
tana, where she is t eaehing Home Eco-
nomics and managing the dormitory din-
ing room. She writes that she likes Mon-
tana and finds h er work very interesting. 
ground part of the frame, stippled with 
white lead and allowed to dry thoroly.) 
PROGRAM OF lOW A WELFARE 
COMMISSION 
Gov. N. E. Kendall of Iowa appointed 
a Child Welfare C-ommission a year ago 
to construct a program for the legisla-
ture after investigating the needs of de-
pendent, neglected, delinquent, feeble 
minded and illegitimate children in Iowa. 
The commission was not a permanent 
one and served without pay with James 
B. \Yeaver of Des Moines as chairman. 
They are recommending ten bills to the 
forty-first general assembly. 
The first delegates to the state board 
of control the power to act on welfare 
problems. Tlhe second provides for coun-
ty public welfare boct.rds of five mem-
bers to investigate all applications for 
relief, look after needy children and the 
placing of homeless ones. Number t hree 
provides for licensing child placing agen-
cies. 
All maternity hospitals in the state 
must be licensed under the fourth bill. 
Number five gives the state board of con-
trol the power to license children's 
boarding places. The s.ixth bill provides 
for a more thoro investigati'On and uni-
form regulations concerning the adopting 
of children. Number seven regulates ju-
venile courts and mother pensions. Num-
ber eight makes clear the details regard-
ing illegitimate children and provides 
machinery for enforcing court action up-
on the father. F eeble minded persons 
would be given examinations and if n e-
cessary be placed in institutions under 
the ninth bill. The last bill enlarges on 
the state marriage laws clearing up some 
obscure factors. 
The commission says in regard to 
these recommendations: "In the ten bills 
formulated, the commission presents a 
moderate and a minimum program. 
There is nothing in it that is radical 
and little that has not back of it ample 
precedent in successful operation. The 
program prf'!sented is in its chief essen-
tials already in operation in surnounding 
states." 
Friends and foes of the proposed child 
labor amendment will join in observing 
the annual Ghild Labor Day on January 
24, 25 and 26, 1925. 
Three dates are given so. that the 
clubs, organizations and synagogs may 
observe on Saturday, Janu.a.ry 24, church-
es and Sunday schools on Sunday, Janu-
ary 25 and schools on Monday, January 
26. 
The national child labor committee is 
doing all they can to arouse interest in 
t he child who works, by the use of pos-
ters, thru the newspapers and by folders. 
Cooperative Dormitory at Iowa State. 
A group of girls at Iowa State have 
adopted a plan for gaining more house-
hold experience, and incidentally having 
the advantages of small group !Ire. 
West Gate Cottage, formerly a girls' 
dormitory, furnishes the setting for th·e 
plan. The house is under college super-
vision, and there are at present twenty-
one occupants. 
The girls do th eir own cooking and 
housekeeping, and the expenses, which 
are kept as low as possible, a r e divided 
among the girls. The rooms are fur-
nished the same as in the dormitory and 
the kitchen and dining room are equipped 
as in any home. 
This idea has been tried at the Uni-
versity of Chicago and has proved a s·,Jc-
cess. 
The Homemaker's New Year 
(Continued from page 3) 
bet ter purpo:;es with greatly increased 
returns. 
Perhaps the next ideal for the perfect 
home, "physically h ealthful", should have 
come first, for health is without doubt a 
foundation cornerstone of the home and 
of personal development-a treasure to 
be sought and cherished for each one 
dear to the borne. Health-giving foo:i, 
rest-giving sleep and strength giving e x-
ercise-are th ere plenty of each in your 
home? Perhaps, for the children, but 
what of the homemaker herself? Is she 
"too busy" to get out of doors each day 
for an hour or a half hour of good in-
vigorating exercise? An hour of good 
oatdoor exercise and fresh a ir may pay 
its own way later by saving an hour on 
tasks which can be accom plished more 
easily and quickly if the mind can be in-
vigorated and the body can throw off the 
lethargy which confinement w:thin four 
walls is sure to produce. Then, too, that 
hour of exercise may save an added 
pound or one a lready gained may be lost 
somewhere a long the way. What inspir-
ation of mind and uplift of soul can come 
from a few minutes spent in the woods, 
or by a stream or lake if you are so for-
'i'~;~:;~:-;::;~-;-;-·=· 
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tunate as to have one near, where you 
can go to shake off for a few minutes the 
worries and drudgery and let your 
thoughts take wings and soar far above 
the humdrum cares of thre·e meals a day 
and the fami ly darning. Find the time 
or take it for this prophylactic treatment 
for body and mind. It will be time well 
spent. 
How quickly we react to surroundings 
-and what different languages different 
homes can speak-the one, order, n eat-
ness, a well kept house with dusted fur-
n iture, but cheerless and aloof. The oth-
er throws out ruddy ch eer from an open 
fireplace, a growing plant on a table, a 
bright bowl here, books and magazines 
conven:ently plac ed over there near chair 
and lamp. How livable, you say. You 
want to sit and chat a while and talk of 
many things- an atmosphere which 
makes possible that priceless interchange 
of family thought. Which do es your 
home reflect? Which do you covet for 
your hom e and family? You may have 
either if you wish, for it is not a matter 
of lavishness of mon ey, but rather lavi sh-
ness of thought which makes the home 
a place of r est and cheer and simple 
beauty. 
The four remaining attributes of the 
Home goal are closely allied. The degree 
to which a home is morally wholesome, 
mentally stimulating, socially res.ponsible 
and spiritually inspiring depends upon 
the real quality of the homemaking going 
on within that home. For they are attri-
butes of character, of real manhood or 
womanhood wlhich is the ultimate pro-
duct of the home. Do not these qualities 
of the borne atmosphere reflect to a 
large degree the characters of the home-
makers who are guiding and directing 
the life of that home? 
There can ·be no bigger task or greate'J.· . 
opportunity than to direct and guide, the 
thoughts and action, and help mold the 
fiber of a growing boy or girl. The right 
development of ch ild life should not be 
a matter of chance or guess work. It 
should be the result of conscious study 
whick will help you to know when and 
how to '·bend the twig" so t hat the tree 
may be straight and perfectly propor-
tioned when grown. Do you, with infinite 
care, guide the moral development of 
your ch ildren? Is their recreation of a 
kind that will mean growth to them? 
Are they reading the books w.bich will 
help fill their minds with high ideals 
and stiumlate healthful imagination? Is 
a spiritual foundation being laid in their 
souls which will stand the buffet and 
lashings of strong winds which will beat 
upon them in the years ahead? Do they 
have thought for others, brothers, sis-
ters, father and mother, and are they 
learning to share with those less for-
tunate than they? 'l'bese things come 
not by chance except as the chance is 
made. Will you make it? 
Growth and development are not for 
the children alone, surely, but for the 
homemakEr as well. The greatest indict-
ment that can be made of a homemaker 
is that she stopped growing and a llowed 
he t·self to become absorbed with the 
daily push of household tasks. This 
should n ever be. She must keep growing 
mentally if she would continue to be the 
companion of the man whose nam e she 
hears, if she would contribute intelligent 
interest and thought to the problems of 
the community and countr-y for wJ:tich 
she is individually responsible and if she 
would continue to be the confidante and 
companion of her c.bildren as they en-
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large their field of interes-ts and be the 
one to whom they go to talk over and 
discuss the many problems which arise. 
Unfortunate indeed is the woman who 
has allowed herself to stand where she 
was and let her husband and children 
pass her by. 
II' there is growth, if there isinteres.t in 
mutual activity, if there is sympathy 
and thoughtfulness for others, there will 
be little doubt but that the last ideal, 
mutual affection and respect upon whiCih 
the home was founded will be maintained 
Rnd only grow stronger year by year. 
Thus we may have our perfect home. 
What of these th ings will t:he twelve 
~vetyday, 
!n evety~a.x 
1tsgett1ng 
better and 
better liked 
lUCH AND MELLOW 
COFFEE 
Costs less pet cup_ 
-economicall 
at • 
Gtocers' 
WESTERN GROCER CO. 
Marshalltown Iowa 
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new months just ahead bring to your 
home? Will it be increased health and 
vitality with which to meet the problems 
of life? Will there be that half hour or 
an hour a day for out of door invigora-
tion and inspiration? Will there be a 
more conscious and determined effort to 
lay aside from your present riches, 
large or smal! as they may be, some-
thing to take care of tJb.e days ahead that 
may be harder to provide for? Are you go-
ing to try to find those minutes wasted 
with unnecessary steps or lost thru lack 
of careful planning-find them and use 
them perhaps to help you grow, to read, 
to study and to participate · in interests 
quite outside your home and thirdly, be 
that much better prepared to be the 
teacher and moral and spiritual guide for 
those whose lives have been entrusted to 
your care, seeking to ' create a beautiful 
spirit of mutual love and he'lpfulness and 
family cooperation, the most cherished 
possession of any home. 
May Y·OU plan well and the new year 
bring you what you plan. 
If You Would Have Health 
(Continued from page 9) 
ces from school as compared with the av-
E>rage for aU the children confirmed the 
statment of the school nurse that under-
weight children were especially suscep· 
tible to colds, tonsilitis and any disease 
epidemic in the school." 
"Beginning February first, 45 c. c. or 
orange juice were ~iven each child daily 
at 11 a. m. Frtday the children received 
two oranges to eat Saturday and Sunday 
at noon." This program was continued 
until Aprril 25th except for one week of 
spring vacation in March. During this 
period the percentage of expected gain 
was 105 or a 5 per cent increase over tl:te 
previous peviod when ito orangs were 
given. On April 25th the orange juice was 
discontinued for three weeks with the re-
sult that there was an average loss of 
0.35 pounds per child. The orange juice 
was resumed again May 16th for the two 
remaining weeks of school with a result-
ing average gain of 0.5 pounds per child. 
All children received a pint of milk daily 
with the exception of the last three 
weeks when delivery at school was dis-
continued. 
"That over-activity and fatigue are im-
portant factors preventing gain in un-
derweight children is indicated by the 
rapid rise in the weight curve during the 
spring vacation followed by an equally 
sudden drop in the first week following 
the return to school." 
Miss Newell and Dr. Miller conclude 
their article by saying, "Experimental 
work where conditions of laboratory con-
trol prevail is essential to a definite 
knowledge of the effe~t of dietary addi-
tions on stimulation of growth in under· 
weight children. This work has demon-
strated, however, an unmistakable rise in 
the weight curve of such children, pro-
duced by the daily administration of 45 
c. c. of orange juice. This result may be 
the effect of added vitamin A, B, and 
C, or of inorganic substances or produce 
some other change suc·h as a shift in 
the acid-base equilibrium." 
From these experiments we may draw 
the following conclusions: 
First:-Oranges are a valuable source 
of vitamins, A, B, and C, especially of 
vitamin C, which is the antiscorbutic vi-
tamin. For this reason they are an excel-
lent supplement in the diet of children 
in pr-otecting against scurvy. 
Second :- The antiscorbutic potency of 
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orange juice is not destroyed by drying. 
This fact is important in that it points 
the way to a possible means of making 
·oragnes more available. 
Third :-Oranges are especially valu· 
able in supplementJing milk in the mid-
morning school lunches. They do not 
take the place of milk but since they 
provide the antiscorbutic vitamin are of 
special valu<! when pasteurized milk is 
used. 
Fourth:-Feeding oranges may be ef-
fective in correcting malnutrition in un-
derweight children. When we are con-
fronted with the fact that during the war 
32 per cent of the men examined for 
military service were fDund to be defec-
tive due to malnutrition at some time 
of life and that of a million schoo·l child-
ren of New York City examined recently 
only 173,000, or one out of every five, 
were normal as regards nutrition; then 
it would seem that this point would bear 
further investigation and research. 
If future expeniments show even more 
conclusively than these first experim ents 
that orange JUICe will help correct mal-
nutrition and if by means of drying or 
bottling it can be made available to all 
classes of people, one more step will 
have been made for the betterment of 
our nation for as we improve our child-
ren so we improve our nation. 
Real Lace 
(Continued from page 8) 
connected b) bars of thread covered over 
with buttonhole stitch; the last step is 
to cut nwav the fabric outside the Ollt-
Jice anrl Hl!.derneath the bars ur "bridn;" 
as thr·y arc called. 
\ Ve l'awlly come to Machine-made la-
ce's. The l'iottingham looms of Englantl 
were the first lace-making machin,•s 
n;ade>, and it is said they were evol \ eJ 
out of thP 8tocking loom. ImprDvemeuls 
have bel·n made on this loom, until now 
nn iwi: a t ion lace almost defies de tee~ 
iun. I'requeufly it is said that unless :>ne 
cnn afl'ord real lace, one should not u•:e 
la<'<' 2t a ll. I think !.his is an incorrecl 
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''Wigwam'' 
Lovely Shade in Helio Charmeen 
Who would have thought that 
even the finest Australian wool 
could be spun and woven to a fab-
ric so light? Hello Charmeen will 
be used for ens-embles and frocks 
and favor will be shown the new 
"wigwam" shade. 
''Half~and~Half'' 
New Bordered Wool Flannel 
Novelty one-piece frocks and tail-
ored coats can be created from the 
56-inch flannels, woven one-half 
plain and one-half in pattern. The 
pattern being used for the lower 
part of the garment. 
Yard 7.50 Yard 7.50 
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i Students ! 
should be equipped with 
NORMAL vision as well as 
with BOOKS when they en-
ter school. That is our busi-
ness exactly: making the vi-
sion normal. 
Dr. F. E. Robinson 
EXCLUSIVE OPTOMETRIST 
Over the Gift Shop 
Ames, Iowa 
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viewpoint to take on the matter. A g·lOd 
quality of m:~cbine made lace has its 
place in wearing appar<)l just as any 
good, artistic, inexpensive fabric bas. It 
seems to me that it would indicate. a 
lack of good judgment for one to scorn 
using a go_od imitat ion val or filet for 
lrimmivg, and then perhaps deny himself 
actual necessities in order to buy hand-
made val or filet. 
'l'ho most of us find llandmade ltce be-
yond our means, at least a certain satis-
f~.ction may be had in being able to re-
\10gnize it when we see it. Certain differ-
ences between "the real thing" and imita-
tions are: maCibine lace is not made with 
lc,oped stitches like needle point lace, 
nor do we find in it tbt effect of plaited 
thn:ads as in Pillow l:>ce; the "toile" of 
machine lace is often found to be ril.;bed, 
l;ke the ribbed texture of a knitted stock-
ing; while old Needlf' and Pillow lace is 
a lways worked with liih~ thread, machin~ 
In C•' is very general :y made of cottuu: 
furthermore, macbill9 lace is tao pPr-
ftect; the irregulari:.iE.s of hand m~Lde 
lace denote its origin. But, as Mrs. 
Sharp, author of ".Pomt and Pillow 
Lace," says, "We ar<J so made that the 
imperfect even, pleases us more than the 
perfect, if it tells us that human lleings 
have expended time and zeal in their ef-
forts after perfection." 
With Iowa Home Economics 
Association 
(Continued from page 6) 
tile spirit of service wiben they passed 
the work they received at training 
schools on to their neighbor women. Ser-
vice is closely kin to religion. Thousands 
of farm women say, "My church work 
comes first, after- that my community 
work is for agriculture.' ' 
7 .. . Community Surroundings. 
Township committees in 1260 town-
&hips are using their organizations to fur-
ther and develop boys and girls clubs, 
scllool activities, ohurch activities and 
for cooperation with other organizations. 
8 ... Social Responsibility. 
This include& the leadership, personal 
r espons-ibility the broad vision and the 
real citizenship of the 7000 local leaders 
who are devoting time, t hought, money 
and energy to the development of the 
farm, home and commuity life in Iowa. 
Signed by the State Committee of 
Farm Women. 
1st. District, Mrs. J. A. Randall, New 
London, Iowa. 
2nd. District, Mrs. H. Woodward, Wil-
liamsburg, Iowa. 
3rd. District, Mrs. Heike A. Rust, Shef-
field, Iowa. 
4th. District, Mrs. George P eckham, 
Castalia, Iowa. 
5th. District, Mrs. M. D. Frye, Vinton, 
Iowa. 
6th. District, Mrs. Clarence Decatur, 
Grinnell, Iowa. 
7th. District, Mrs. J acob So_lberg, Ne-
vada, Iowa. 
8th. District, Mrs. Harley Condra, Sey- · 
mour, Iowa. 
9th. District, Mrs. Eugene Cutler, L<Jo-
gan, Iowa. 
lOth. District, Mrs. Van Bloom, Dayton, 
Iowa. 
11th. District, Mrs. Frank Wright, Mo-
ville, Iowa. 
Chairman of Committee, Mrs. Ells-
worth Richardson, Pella, Jowa. 
Home Economics Extension Work with 
Farm Women, Neals S. Knowles, Ames, 
Iowa. 
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HOMEMAKER AS CITJ ZEN 
Is the Superior Child Getting 
a Fair Chan c~~ 
(Continued from page 14) 
and the use of the modern automobile 
and motor truck, (5) a study of some of 
the more gEmeral features of local geo-
logy, including fossils and glaciation. 
The small city of Appleton, Wisconsin, 
provides for gifted pupils who display 
special interests or aptitudes, to be 
grouped in clubs for the study of some 
phase of activity not directly or not 
fully undertaken in the regular school 
program, such as a Forestry club, a 
Photography club, Radio club and a 
Teaching club. 
Norsworthy -and ·whitley in their book 
on "Psychology of Childhood" bring out 
these points as to the training for gifted 
children-"Probably a faster than nor-
mal pace of study is wise, with attention 
to intricate, abstract thinking,. the sti-
mulation of creative imagination, oppor-
tunities for ·extensive association-farm-
ing. Probably, too, such children should 
be under the guidance of exceptionally 
gifted instructors from a very early age. 
Obviously any special aptitude needs to 
be given full chance for development." 
Home Equipment 
(Continued from page 5) 
in part by transferring outside the home 
whatever processes may be removed 
without d.estr.oying the home as the cen-
ter of family life, or by bringing into the 
home the mechanical means for taking 
care of that irreducible minimum of 
work which will remain there for a time 
at least for personal, tr>tditional, or eco-
nomic reasons. 
Tile whole modern period in which we 
live is an age of machinery. The effect of 
this is felt in too · limited a way in our 
twentieth century home. A desire for 
equipment is based upon an appreciation 
of what equipment in the home really 
means. An investment in equipment must 
be justified by the pr.oved usefulness of 
any piece of equipment. Tihe satisfactory 
accumulation of equipment will oome 
from developing a discriminating judg-
m~mt based upon facts gained through 
study and analysis. 
The modern progressive home must be 
well-equipped. The well-equipped home 
must be "manned" by a "Household En· 
gineer." It is to train this Household En· 
gineer for her job that this course is 
planned. Sound training here should fur-
nish a good working basis for reducing 
te a minimum the amount of valuable 
time the homemaker spends on the 
"mere mechancis" of housekeeping and 
provide time for developing the real 
"art of living." 
Conquering an Ogre 
(Continued from page 10) 
edly, realize how easy it is to "get into 
a rut" but few of us make any effort to 
get out. 
Besides the actual time released, 
there is the joy of knowing that one is 
being scientific in her actions, that she 
is aotually accomplishing s o m e t hi n g 
worth while, a feeling rthat frequently 
lliOtivates a disagreeable task to a high 
degree. 
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